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Partly Cloudy 
89° 
73° . 
Tues • 
Thunderstorms 
90° 
73° 
Wed. 
Thunderstorms 
89° 
72° 
All they 
wanna 
do is 
dance, ·. 
dance 
-LIFESTYLES, 24 
IHE STUDENlN-EWSPAPER SERVING UCF SINCE 1968' 
\ .. 
Claiming-· turf for · free sp.eech 
Hitt to sign revised policy to open three 
new campus locations for assemblers 
ADAM ROSCHE 
. STAFF WRITER 
President Jphn Hitt is expected to make 
his decision later this week on a propo!'al to 
expand free assem-
bly zones on-campus. · 
The. proposal 
will expand the zone 
from a singie existing 
location in front of 
the Math and Physics 
Building to include . 
three other high-traf-
fic areas on campus. 
The proposal 
wants to open the 
brick mall area 
between the John T. 
plan to expand the .zones to the three addi-
tional areas. 
''What we thought we would do is make 
this recommendation to the president, assum-
ing he approves it, and then we try it out," said 
- Merck. '·'Over the 
course of the next 
year, if it needs to be 
tweaked or chan~d, 
every year we can 
update and ·Change 
it-'' 
Washington Center ADAM oscHE F 
and ' the . Student Students, faculty and staff were on-hand to voice their opin-
U nion, the open ions regarding free speech greens at tlie open foruin Sept. 18. 
The free assem-
bly · rule, outlined 
under UCF's Golden 
Rule, allows universi-
ty buildings and 
grounds to host exer-
cises of free speech 
and assembly in 
specifically designat-
ed areas. 
gra~s area bounded 
by the Chemistry 
Building and Apollo 
Circle an(l. the grounds 
near the northeast cor- · 
ner of the Arena fqr peti-
tioners and , political 
activity. 
Students combat 
censorship 
Seminole Cornmu~ity 
, College's administration 
objects to newspapers 
profanity in an. 
opinion 'column. . 
-NEWS,3 
The discussion to· 
expand t:ne free ·as~mm­
bly zones on campus 
originally started wb.en Marisa Vertrees and 
.three other members. of Progressive Council 
began writing a bill to expand the sit~s. ~ 
William Faulk-
ner, director-of Student Leadership_Programs, 
said the expansion is a result of .the school's 
growing campus. 
Since the original zone· was impiemen±ed 
in front of the Math anCl Physics building, new 
buildings that have been . constructed in the 
past two year~ that have relocated traffic· to 
· other areas on ·campus,-away ·from the Math 
and Phys'ics Building. , 
·"I don't walk over . there [Math and 
Physics building], but I often watk near the 
Student Union," said fresWnan Stephanie 
Holmes. . 
Students iri the past, who have had an 
optiOn to stop and listen to speakers in the free 
assembly zone or avoid them. by taking alter-
During an Open Forum at UCF in April, 
President Hitt agreed to f o:rln a committee to 
look into the issue, A committee of appJ,'oxi-
niately 10 people, appoiri.ted by vice president 
William Merck,, unanimously approved- the · .~LEASE SEE Golden oN·lO 
JOE KALEITA I CFF 
Jeremiah Baldwin shares his views with a group of students recently.at the free speech area. -
Election 
. ' 
;. f ' ... 
blunders on 
·Students, administrators debate openly 
·- the big screen 
- - JASON IRSAY 
STAFF WRITER 
Voter purges and inconsis- . 
tent: voting procedures , are 
among the tribulations that 
filmmakers Richard Ray Per.ez 
and Joan Sekler highlight in 
their film "Unprecedented: The 
2000 Presidential Election," 
that will premier at UCF on 
Wednesday evening. -
"Unprecedented" docu-
ments Florida's controversial 
presidential elec~ion and some 
of the alleged deceptive tactics 
the Republican Party used to 
PLEASE SE:E Palast ON 4 
INSIDE 
Freedom of press?. . . 
. JASON IRSAY 
STAFF WRITER 
During an open forum with 
students last Wednesday, UCF's 
top administrative officials 
. answered questions about finan-
cial aid among other topics and 
addressed students' concerns. 
. During . ·a one-and-a-half 
hour session, students made 
comments and asked questions 
of UCF Presidenj; John Hitt and 
vice presidents Tum Huddleston, 
Gary Whitehouse, William 
Merck and Daniel Holsenbeck. 
Discussion topics ranged 
from custodial salaries to golf 
course construction. 
Several students wanted to 
know the status of their financial 
aid Frustrated, and still "\ivaiting 
for their money, students asked 
the administrators when they 
would receive it. -
·Administrators could not 
give students a definite date and 
explained that the delays are the 
result of glitches in a new com- . 
puter system that the entire uni-
versity has switched to this year. 
In the meantime, administrators 
_advised stuaents to get short-
term loans through the .financial 
aid department. · 
Many students attended the 
_ forum to request additional fund-
ing for their colleges, The admin-
istrators told the students to 
work with their 'deans . and 
explained that a limited apiount 
. of money among the many col-
leges makes it difficult to 
increase funding. 
Students complained that 
UCF's janitors and maintenance 
workers are vastly underpaid 
_and overworked. Compared to . 
Welcome to the MAC 
Should Administration have .the right to dictate student UCF drops its first game in the MAC to Marshall. -
newsp~pers? · 
-OPINIQNS, 12 -SPORTS, 16 
ADAM -ROSCHE I CFF 
President John C. Hitt sits at the center of the panel at the open forum: 
other universities, UCF's · jani-
tors make less money and have 
responsibility for cleaning up 
after more students per janitor,--
Students questioned the 
feasibility and practicality of 
building a golf ·course on UCF 
property. The administrators 
said the golf course, which would 
Index: 
,· 
Editorials . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 
MAC Standings ..... ..... · 16 
Game Coverage . . . . . . . . . 18 
News of the Weird . . ..... 28 
be privately funded, would gen-
erate large amounts ·of money 
.for the university. 
Students countered that the 
land for a golf course shmjld stay 
pre~erved. Environmental- con:.. 
cerns should outweigh. economic 
PLEASE SEE Financial ON 4 
' The Gq!den Kni~hti football 
team played in 1ts first 
Mid-Americ:an Conference 
game on Saturday. 
www.UCFfoture.com 
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StUd~rit ·j ourna\,ists combat 
C:~ns,Orsliip a~ -comniuility_ :col~,ege 
JASON IRSAY 
STAFF WRITER ---· . . Administration fJbiects to -~:;:,;o~~~ :~ii it [the co!~J_WaS 
;J · Acker does nol ,have any· -~egrets 
After halting pti.blieaHon ·or The . p .... _- 'fl. ift" - an· ·J. ty. Jn· 'o'. p· ' Jn· Jo.n ~<;>-· lum·. . 'n: regarding her decision to run.the contro-S~ribe - Seminole Community College's I v fl. II II II . versifil column. . ,, ' 
stude:uCiiewspaper - for a. ··week, SCC "Iwasn.'t intendingto pusP, tli~ enve-· 
admi:riistration. Will now allQ.w the paper iope," she said. "It was ' edited~:do-WU to a 
to pri:ht ag@l. _ . . . refused to remove the profane words ileJd it up." · point that I thought was appropriate."~ 
Lasf week Robfu Mi:ri:ma's opinion on: ·~ .b~cause m~ny of the words administra- SCC explained ·its about-face deci- Acker remains defiant· and said she 
contr"~~eption . alarmed_ administr~tor~ -tors de~metl i:happropriate had printed in sion in- ~ press release. "It is not ~-:"the . will not change the way she edits The .. -
who ordered The Scrib_e's edi}or~' t? puJ.I ·.-·--pasfeditt9ns.. . . best interests of the college to generate a :-:Scribe. . _ 
. or revise the column pecause of profanity · "We've nev~r ·printed 'stupid bitches' prolo:n,ged, controversial ·dispute, over . ~- · "I don't plan to pick a fight with . 
-~rid offeD;siv~ language _tha!J1~~-Yi-~ed_- . ·;~.efore? - szj~,,£'-£~e!· "They liad· a p~ogiein ~ ,_ this strid.eiifi~arning issue."_ .. _ .1. . · ; > ~ti~!f!ts!ratign in every issue," she said . 
-m her editorial. ,_ ·-~ . . _ ~·· .. :--·~":- .. •": :;.::~th.'ass:· aµd:~§li~g:')W~·'ye printe.ctthose · Mi.mp.a: said sh~: did· m~tint~I!d_ to..E-'..!'.I:w: a,Jso ··ot g~ingto ~ry to rilake .admin-
Ad.Ininistrators.-~Qbj.ected·to ·~qr.~s:.:~:~<ir!ls..bef9re:·:/ . .:· .~ · / '~- "· .. : "· . _ . offend anyone witb .=Jie-r .:use ot ~tt<i~t.~"'l~tfatiOri.~. a<Rpy;"- - ·-~'=' ··. · - • ~ · • ~e stupid ~itches, -~_ss ~~cJ :. s~a~~ t~at 7~>/; .. ~~c; ~~~str~{j?n. ·.ffaally ,. rel~nted - . words. .. ~ . >::·: .... ,~::~ : ~· · ··::~~"_:;.iJ};j;·;~:-~ ~fid~~~~r: said'th~ contr:o~er­
Mlmlla used m her editorial and- d~emed . -.~d .. wtµ allow the opmi~m to run. m .an "I did not knowz.:twas'"gomg.:to_;;,us~J._Wsy'lias·,beenJr!earJ!lmg exper1en·ce.. · 
- it inappropriate for publication basedi'(}Il _,..-e~ected · Oll:-Campus publication date . strong words," said' Mimna. . ''OriginA'Hyi:k~ , .. ·.·Said Miinna~"!'."l've learned that the 
the Orlando Sentiriel's standards· for . next week. · the column was not about contracep- student press is. a very strong organiza- . 
printinKprofanity. . , Calling the move a victory for_.com- tives." . · tion. I've learned that student rights (lo . 
SaictMimna: "I find it insulting that munity colleges and editors, Acker After lear.ning more ·- information . go-a lOngway; even if you have to figb.t for 
the administration feels the words are ~ expressed joy and satisfaction over about the topic, and the relatively small .· them." - · 
. inappropriate · because the Orlando SCC's decision. . percentage of the females that practice "I've been advised by my editor -to 
Sentinel wouldn't print them. We are not 'Tm really glad tl:~at they're finally safe sex, Mimna sai4 she felt angry. The write anyway I see .fit," she added . 
the Orlando Sentinel." -going to publish if," said Acker. _ "I colwirn reflects her indignation. Said Acker, "I hope we'll be a better 
The Scribe's editor Margaret Acker · thought it was totally asinine that they "I .didn't know I was going to use paper for it." 
. ~. 
Green peace petitions politicians with post cards 
UANIELL-E ·DEPARI 
-- STAFF WRITER· 
.... _ ... 
· that states a generic statement < :. and this is a public record." 
qf ·support for solar energy ..-in - ·~-:- ... ·f _ Sbe added: ~'Mass mailings 
Florida. The post cards will be.~~ "'i- · ~ · ~ ~ are 'not as ·-effecti_ .. ve as n_ersonai' ~ • 1 "Hey· d~ Y-'JU like~cle~n e:frer- .. ~ailed~to Gov. tJ;eb Bush"s office ~ -- ~.-; ~ - . - :,;~ ~,~ -• 1 i :~ aa:e tiot as .. . letters,· The. personat letters~ ' 
gyin Florida?" Jessica-Isola, an - The post card signings an ,~·:,?~/ · ~· .• : .. :?[.~ -=:$~ ;- · ha~e allowed me to understand· 
intern with Green Peace; calls volunteer recruitment .will take · · ff t• I issues [better]."-·. . - · 
out to students walking intQ. the · place for three weeks and 18 ·just ~ ec_ 1'1e a~ per~ona - .-Said .Jewett: "Mass mail-
Student Union. I . ' one portion of a .three-month - - . ings, that are simply post cards 
- Danny LeJeune,: a biology long program. _ letters.~,_he .personal .. ~ that all say the same thing _in · 
ml!Jor, hears her question and Said Isola: "The purpose of · _ . exactiy the same way,· tend.to be . 
~tops~a:tthe informational · tabl~ the program is to put pressure -.:le' tters -.have al.lowed me· somewhat ignored by . politi-
to ~d t>ut mo;re regarding the on government and government - . . cians. Taking time to write con=-
issue: -.He -admits • he doesn't candidates." cerns on an issue in one's OWn 
know much about clean.-energy "So far we havebeen very ·to Understand issues. . words is generally more effec-
in Florida but is worried about- successful here at UCF, most · . tive." ' · 
the environ]Ilent and believes people .are signing and ·students While some politicians say 
the government should be · con- have been pretty responsive." -PATIY SHE that mass mailings are not influ-
cerned as well. · · Da~iel O-ross, ·central _Orlando City entiaras personal letters, Green 
Isola explains· t9 LeJeune. Florida field.organizer for Green ' , Peace said the technique has· 
__that globa,l' warming will Pe.ace, s~id that ·the-main poip.t -~:.:_-' proy€d successful. 
·inevitably .cause disastrous con- ·. of the .post cards is to en.courage - , . , . ~ -_ . - ~~ . , ·m. California, Green Peace 
sequences in Florfd_a _..:.._ _dis!. . Bill McBride and Bush to take a Most mass m.ailings prima- per§O]l t~ hanilJ.e the;fl:ow·of mai( _~pet!_tio~ed fqr:s.ol~_r power legis~ 
eases, boiling-tempefatures and &tand to promote clean energy. rily express concern about thafcomes"to .. City,..HaI)."~-~· · . ·, 1~tiq1):~~ -~ yj,~b~~J;,~urce of ener-
diminished beaches~ t · · 'iThe cards ._are·-·a-:",PowerfuI. iie~lthcare issues, entitlements ',Gity.'>'.councilworµ~n . Patty- gy an~ obt~~-~~.!! by mass ·!flail- · 
L~Jeune signs and-says, "If vep.icle for coniniunicating ·pub- and the environment, he said. Shee~an .. ~3\i~, "'~'By. :f~; tb'.9~g~; -: .ip.~ J?Ost car~s _t? state leaders . . 
we don't take care of the . envi- lie conceri;i about glpbal-warm- "We like to hear from an · the most ill.ail I have received-·_,_The orgamzahop. , hopes to · . 
ronment, we will have no place ing;'' he said. · · < • Floridians and consider every- has related to banning discrlliu~ . · accomplish the. same _feat in · 
to·live, and then nothing else will The .campaign will prove one's opinion," he said. . -nation based on sexual orienta- , Florida-. 
matter." effective when j:he Florida gov- Currently; c_ity leaders in tioil for housing and public Green Peac~ will encourage 
Green Peace, . an int~rrra- ernment ·begins to make ·clean · Orlando have experienced a vast accommodation." stq.dents to write individual let- . 
. tional n-on-profit organization, is energy a part of their political · amount of political feedback Sl!eehan and political sci- ters Jo politicians expressing . 
heading a campaign calleq Clean agenda. ·. from voters thro.ugh mass mail- ence professor .Aubrey Jewett their concern about the issue,:. ~s 
Energy Now! In· Florida. The Politicians commonly mass ings about a potential amend- · . say the mass mailing method is they become more infornied · 
purpose of the campaign is to mail post. ·cards to voters in an ment to the city's anti-discrimi- not the best way to influence about the issue throughout the · 
educate · Floridians about global - effort . to convince residents to nation law. · · politicians and. not an accurate . campaign. _ . ,: · · 
warming and its impact on the elect them into office. The proposed amendment, way to gauge voter support. For the. next .three months, 
environment. Kevin Brumback, corre- - which would a(ld sexual orienta- Said .Sheehan: "When I had Green Peace will speak to class-
: Green Peace is currently in · spondence director for Senator fion to the list of protected class- a lot of mail regarding my first . ~s to inform students-about glob-
Orlando coordinating programs Bill Nel_son's office, said- that es, have garnered such an over- controversial issue, · I checked al- warming, will· ho.st various 
·at UCF and· Rollins College. At their -office has seen voters begin whelming amount of mail, main- whether the people -[who. were · actiVities and will use th~ir sotar 
UCF, interns· and volunteers are · to utilize mass maili.Iig as a way ly from Orlan.do churches who .. writing] were threatenfug my·re- · bus during Bush and· Michael . 
educating students and encour- to inform politicians of .their adamantly . oppose . the amend- election 'votes. Ironically, most Meore's visit to campus _at the 
aging them to sil?t1 a post card .position.on particular issues. ,ment, that City Council hired. a · were not even registered to v9te, enA of O~tober. ·, 
••• .. :. • • ; • ,,~;,.; .. : ~ ·~: r ,·$ ·,,, . ~~ . ~ ~. » , £ "'1 ;.-407-447iss'~{ ;f''W "" ·~ C'o-.'.Puifusima ..................... -dfi~'~ailey:-,:'~ NJlWS ,~ <?!INION l!D!f9..lt;'- ·-.·.:·.:.. .. KgstiJ..ZiJizi ~· .cl'he ctmtrai lfferloa·l!tdu_f!! 1s-a ' Distribution 
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Financial ·aid, · 
environmental 
preseryati on 
• among maJor · 
conc.erns 
FROM PAGE 1 
benefits, they argued. 
Questions also arose about the future of 
· the _Arboretum. Repeatedly, officials 
explained that the university has no plans to 
destroy the Arboretum. The 1995 master plan 
had called for a parking gm-age on one part ot 
the reserve. The 2000 master plan, they said, 
was revised to protect the are:;i, and added 
more acres to the Arboretum. 
Among other topics raised was an 
announcement by administrators recom-
mending four new free-speech z<;mes on cam-
pus. These areas would be in addition to the 
current zone in front of the Math and Physics 
Building. 
Beginning in the spring semester, UCF 
will offid.ally designate the areas outside the 
Student Union, behind · the Chemistry 
Building, outside the John T Washington 
Center, and in front of the arena as free 
speech and. assembly zones. 
Huddleston announced that he signed 
the senate bill to bring activist Michael Moore 
to campus. Moore will speak at UCF on Oct. 
22. . 
Members of Progressive Council and the 
Honors College made up the largest contin-
gencies in the audience, which also mcluded 
professors and other arummstrators. 
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Palast ·to produce documentary 
. " 
on November gubernatorial 
FROM PAGE 1 
· · help George W. Bush capture the 
state's electoral votes, and ultimate-
ly the presidency. In the fjlm, Perez 
and Sekler accuse Gov. Jeb Bush of 
taking blatant actions to help his 
brother win the presidential election. 
"Unprecedented" reminds view-
ers that the state's recent election 
troubles are nothing new. The prob-
lems involved in the Democratic pri'-
mary, the filmmakers said, resulted 
from the faulty leadership of Gov. 
Bush. 
Palast, an investigative journal-
i~t -for the British Broadcasting 
Company and the author of the best-
selling book, "The Best Democracy 
Money Can Buy," will speak before 
the screening. Palast uncovered 
much of the material upon which the 
documentary is based. 
"I can't imagine why other 
reporters weren't investigating it," 
said Palast. "This was a Jim Crow 
election. There were thousands of 
·black voters who were denied. I was 
in London and saw one black person 
after another come forward and say 
they hadn't been allowed to vote." 
Said Perez: "I think the film 
illustrates step-by step how the 
Republican Party stole the presiden-
tial eleclion in Florida,. and -how they 
undermined democracy." 
Said Sekler: '<l eb Bush and 
[Secretary of State] Katherine 
Harris asked a database technology -
company to include thousands of 
names of people on a felons list. 
Names of innocent people who had 
never .committed a crime were put on 
the list." Felons cannot vote in 
Florida's elections. 
Perez and Sekler said they have 
copies of internal documents that 
prove their claims; whi~h they cover 
in the film. 
Palast said a comparison of vote 
counting in two counties, Leon and 
Gadsden, illustrate the manner in 
which the 2000 election was rigged to 
aid George W Bush. 
Election· officials refused to 
count the votes of many black voters 
. who made small inadvertent marks 
on their ballots in the predominantly 
black Gadsden County while white 
voters in Leon Comity who made 
similar marks were allowed to vote 
again, said Palast. 
Palast blames the flawed demo-
cratic process in Florida for the 
blunders during this month's · 
Democratic primary. 
"I don't think it's a problem with 
the Democratic primary, it's a prob-
lem with Florida democracy," he-
said. 
Perez and Sekler, independent 
filmmakers from Los Angeles, will. 
·visit UCF as part of a statewide tour 
·to promote the film, which they 
recently completed·. 
"I think it's really incredible tim-
ing that we finished the film at a time 
when this is happening again," said 
Se kl er. 
Perez described the motivation 
to make their film. 
'<loan and I were really upset 
·during the election fiasco," said 
Perez. "That was the most obscene 
thing to us. We were in California. 
We were pissed off that this could be 
happening in our country." 
Perez added: "Every time we 
screen this film, people leave upset. 
We. want people to channel that 
anger at the ballot box." 
Palast describes "Unpreceden-
ted" as a humorous call to action. 
''You'll see me chasing the 
Florida elections supervisor with evi-
dence in hand," he said. "It's grim, 
but it's also humorous." 
Asked why people should see 
"Unprecedented," Perez answered; 
"Because there is a hotly contested 
election in Florida in November. We 
want to motivate people to get out 
and make a difference." 
Progressive Council will show 
"Unprecedented" . in Room 101, 
Computer Science Building. 
Wednesday evening's presentation 
will begin with a speech by author 
Greg Palast at 7 p.m. 
Palast will appear again at UCF 
at the end of October while he docu-
ments Florida's. gubernatoria) elec-. 
tion. He will attend the gubernatorial 
debate at UCF on Oct. 22. 
Meet with faculty and staff representing 
UCF's more than 70 master's, doctoral, 
specialist, and ce-rtificate programs 
· ' I 
For complete details, please visit 
www.graduate.ucf.edu 
e.:mail: gradu~te@mail.ucf.edu 
Phone: 407-823-2766 
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u ·pco~ing Activi+ie.s Sep+eM~er 2.:3 • Octo~er S 
MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 23-
Homecoming King and Queen applications due in OSA office 
bys pm 
TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24 
· 8 pm Tuesday Knight Live Comedian, Louis Ramey, Wackado_?'s, SU . 
WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 25 
11 am - 2 pm VUCF Green Ribbon Day, SU South Patio 
12 pm - 2 pm CAB Caribbean Festival, SU South P~tio 
12 pm - 2 pm Campus Activities Board "Table of Activities," TieDye -
Bring your own shirt, SU South Patio 
7:30 pm "S.ay it Right, Hear it Right" Communication Workshop by ' · 
EKCEL, SU Cape Florida Ballroom . 
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 28 
3pm - 1 am Freshman Frenzy, SU 
10 pm - 2 am Late Knights, SU 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 1 
1:30 pm Knights of the Round Table Meeting, SU Rm.316AB 
3 pm Homecoming Organizational Meeting, SU Rm.3160 
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 3 
5 pm - 7 pm VUCF Best Buddies, Carpool from Millican Hall 4:30 pm 
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 5 
6 pm - 12 am Cul_tural Ar:ts Movie Knight, "Minority Report" and 
"Mulan," Knights Crossing Phase 3 Club House 
Specia( UpcoMing Events 
fl{CEL Wor((sh-01> • "Say./+ Right, Hear I+ Right" 
September 2_5, 7:30 pm, SU Cape Florida Ballroom 
Using games and fun, we will go over how to communicate effectively with those around you. Learn how to get your point across in any 
_ situation so that others will h~ar what you are reallY. saying - and vice versa. You will leave this session understanding what you are really 
saying when you speak to others . 
La~+e Knights -
September 28, 1 O pm - 2 am, Student Union 
Come once a month for a night of free fun a~d entertainment right here on campus! Highlights include free food, comedians, inflatable 
games, karaoke, Dj, movies and more! 
1he Wo~+h Star Su~~i+ was a success! 
Congratulations to all the students who were part of making this leadership 
conference UCF's newest tradition. It's never too late to get involved! Visit our 
web site to find more opportunities for leadership -development. 
For ~ore tnf_or~ation on anv ,of·these activities.visit the 'office of Student Activities, SU R~ l.08, or· ca(( ¥01.81.'3.~¥11 · 
Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as allocated by the Student Government Association 
6 •News 
Gatne day outlook: strict 
( . . ~ 
measures, low tolerance 
TIFFANY REPECKI 
STAFF WRITER 
Officers are turning up 
the heat against alcohol mis-
use and abuse through a pre-
vention program called 
Operation Knightwatch. 
UCF's first home football 
game this Saturday will 
launch the start of the joint 
effort between Seminole and 
Orange Counties' Sheriffs 
Offices, Florida Highway 
· Patrol . and Alcoholic 
Beverages and Tobacco to 
nab underage tailgaters who 
drink and students who drive 
drunk. 
"This is ·a warning . . If 
you're under 21, don't drink. 
If you're over 21 and you 
drink, don't drive," · said 
Sergeant Troy · Williamson; 
crime prevention coordinator 
at UCF. 
Initiated last August by 
the UCF police department, 
Knightwatch is designed to 
help officers better enforce 
state drug and alcohol laws 
by bringing the separate law 
enforcement agencies togeth-
er. underage drinking. 
"It's a cooperative effort "If _you're under 21, 
between the state and the you're not supposed to be 
university to reduce the num- drinking," said "rheodore. "So 
ber of incidents on -and [the police] are doing what 
around the UCF campus," they're !'Upposed to be doing. 
said. Mike Miller, sector two They're protecting us." 
commander of the Orange Along with underage 
County Sheriff's Office. , drint.ers and intOxicated driv-
If caught drinking under- ers, the program targets con-
age at this weekend's game, a venience and liquor stores 
student faces a trip to jail or a that sell alcohol to · underage 
$300 citation. UCF is notified ·customers. The program also 
of the citation and a maridato- checks to make. sure estab-
ry probationary program may lishments are not selling alco-
be set up through the univer- hol after 2 a.m. 
sity. The student's grades . "Some of these places, 
may also be suspended until ·you could be 12 years oid and 
the student completes the walk in and they'll still serve 
program. you," said Zelanes. · 
If students are caught Besides enforcing the 
drinking and driving, they law, Knightwatch wants to 
lose their license and face work with local bars and stu-
fines and jail time. . dent hangouts to prevent 
"Every year there's one alcohol abuse and ensure 
or two students killed in an establishments have enough 
[alcohol-related] accident. security to handle large 
We're trying to prevent that," crowds. 
said UCF police department . Said Williamson: "We're 
Lt. Mike Zelanes. · not really grading the pro-
Sophomore Antoinette gram on a scale, we're work-
Theodore has no opposition ing together to prevent the 
to punishing students for abuse of alcohol." 
Shootin' hoops 
Scott 
Jackson 
puts up a 
shot on 
the 
basketball 
courts at 
the 
Recreation 
and 
Wellness 
Center 
Sunday 
morning . . 
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URSA's 
KI'NG OF .PIZZA:. 
i.r. •. 
879 N. Alafaya Tr., Or1ando, FL 32828 
United Resident's Student Association 
proudly announces the winner of the 2nd 
·annual King of Pizza . contest, chosen by · 
popular vote! 
URSA would also like to thank other 
contributing businesses for their 
support of UCF residence life programming. 
Get FREE Legal Services 
~ 
ll 1.11 
STUDENT 
LEGAL 
-SER-VICE·s 
Problems -with? 
• L~ndlords 
•. Name change 
• Divorce 
• Police 
Need help -with? 
•A will 
• Insurance 
• -Contracts 
• Notary 
Student Legal Services provides student~ with assistance 
in selected areas of law such as landlord/tenant, 
consumer, chapter 7.1ankruptcy, criminal, tra.ffic, & 
uncontested dissolutions. Qualified students can receive 
consultation and representation free of charge. 
http://pegas-iis.cc. ucf. edu/-sttllegal 
For infonnation or an appoinbnenl 
call 823-2538 or visit Stmlenl Resource Center Room 155 
Nomlay - Fri(lay 8am.-5pm 
FumLlJ ]Jy :\divily f! SLT\'ice FL'l' tlm1u ~ l1 tl1c Sltllll'lll Govl 1\::;socialio11 
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· Hyundai A4vantage ™ 
AMER·ICA'S 
BEST 
WARRANTY* 
I 0 Year I I 00,000 Mile 
Powertrain Protection, . 
5 Year/60,000 Mile 
Bumper-to·-Bumper, 
5 Year I Unlimited 
Miles 24-hour 
·Roadside Assistance 
. . . " . ' -~' . ,·. '_..' -~ .. ~,,; : ·-;: ~-: ... ': ~ ': ·' '': 
. :· ·~ . 
. . 
20·03 HYUNDAI 
. . 
T I B -U R 0 N 
$15 9 9 9** 
. ' . 
·.,.~·~ •. :. '. •- ~ ·~ \ '.r ·~ ·;' • ( "t- .",. J~ • • ·.: :O.,.~ ~~-, 
... ;, ....... ·· ... 
0-ual Front Airbags, Front Side 
Airbags; Air Conditioning, 6-speaker 
Stereo with CD, Power Wind-ows, 
Door Locks and Heated Mirrors, 
Remote Keyl.ess Entry System ·with 
.Alarm, Crui"se Control, 16" Aluminum 
Alloy Wheels wi.th Michelin® Tires. 
' .. 
I • ' ' 
THE ALL-NEW TIBURON. CATCH ONE WHILE YOU CAN·. 
At just $15,999, the alLnew Tiburon gives you exhilarating performance. Plus standard 
features like dual front airbags, front side airbags~ air conditioning, 6-speaker stereo with . 
CD; p·ow~~ .. windows, dqor·locks and heated mirrors, cruise control~ . allay wheels, and the 
fo~dom:~ Americats. Best Warrant1itb.e MyundaiAdvantage:M So take the driVe today . 
·.· eecaUs.e this i~ o~ car that ·hates te sit Snu. . _; . . . . . , -. . 
BOB DANCE 
HYUNDAI LONGWOOD 
3575 N. Highway 17-92 
407-322-1792 
BOB DANCE 
HYUNDAI ORLANDO 
41'10 W. Colonial Dr. 
407-578-5337 
'. 
1 ..1· .• 
• 1 • •• 
t. •. 
- ' .. . . ., .: _; ,, ..... .:~}; ;,.· .... - :_ .. ~ 
: , !""• 1 . . ~- . .l' 
; ... _., r, 
. . -
, ;-- : • ',.. 6", 4~ \ • • )If 
*See dealer for LIMITED W!tR~NTY details. **MSRP exdudes:freight, taxes, title,J~ehse and pptioil~. Deale~ p~ke· may-vafy. SafetY beltS should. always be worn. 
t The Supplementaf Restraint (aifbag) System (SRS) is designed ~work with the 3~point sea~lt system. ne SRS depl~ys in certain front-end impact · 
conditions where significant injury is likely. The SRS is not a substitute for seatbelts which shQutd be worn at all times. Ghildren under the age of 
vl• •• ~ 
. .. , ' ..... 
. ' 
. ' 
:® ·HY:UnDRI 
13 should be r~strained securely in the rear seat NEVER place a rear-facing child _seat in-the front seat of a vehicle with a passenger-side airbag. D R I V I N G I S B E L I E V l N G. 
8 •News 
Senator calls for . second 
vote on lobbying bill, . 
senator-suspects coercion, 
SHEYLA NIEVES 
STAFF WRITER 
~ 
A bill ' that pa,ssed at 
Thursday's SGA Senate meet-
ing to hire a private lobbying 
firm to represent student gov-
ernment in Tallahassee was 
~oupled with statements that a 
senator was coerced to recon-
sider his vote. 
The bill will tr an sf er 
$25,000 from senate to an exec-
utive fund to cover half the · 
$50,000-$60,000 price tag for a 
private law firm. 
Senators took · a second 
vote after Sen. C. Hunter Singh 
said he wanted to reconsider 
his first vote. Singh said his rea-
son for reconsidering was that 
more senators joined the meet-
ing after the first vote occurred. 
The bill, sponsored by 
Student Body President Marco 
Pefia, failed during the first vote 
by 8-8. Brian Kirlew; student 
. body vice president, has the 
ability to break tie votes, but he 
abstained on the vote. -
Before the first vote was 
taken, Singh declared that hir-
ing lobbyists was a good idea, 
but later voted against the bill. 
Singh told· senators it should 
wait on voting because SGA did-
n't know how much funding it 
. had, and some of its members 
were still too uneducated about 
the issue t~ make a knowledge-
able decision. 
i~ A change in ·software made 
c!Lrrent . financial data unavail-
able for a report to Senate, said 
Ryan Komanski, comptroller/ 
AT 
OW. N 
financial officer to SGA. 
· Singh's move to reconsider 
-his vote made Sen. Anthony 
Tsonis suspicious. 
Said Tsonis: "Singh was 
pretty clearly against [the bill] 
and for him to reconsider his 
vote, he would probably only do 
that because of some sort of 
coercion or some sort of ploy 
made to affect him or one his 
clubs he represents." , 
Singh would not comment 
on the issue, and 'l'sonis did not 
want to name the person who 
he though may have changed . 
Singh's decision. 
· Out of 39 current senators, 
23 attended Thursday's meet-
ing - 16 of who engaged in the 
lobbying bill's first vote. The bill 
passed on its second vote by 13-
7 and three abstentions. 
Before senators voted for 
the second time on the lobbying 
bill, Marcus Gould, a former 
senator and current rnrector of 
SGA's Special Projects division, 
spok~ to the body explaining 
·the importance and need for ·a 
private lobbying firm. 
Said Gould: "We need this 
place to function like a busi-
ness. Can any of you name any 
corporation that has a $m inil-
lion budget where the CEO of 
that ~orporation does not have 
.a legal adviser that is actually a 
la\vyer?" 
_The lobbying bill must be 
approved by Peiia and Tom 
Huddleston, vice president of 
Student Development and 
Enrollment Services, before _it 
can take effect. 
DISTANCE 
EDUC A TION 
Degree seeking students must get authorization from their academic advisors to ensure prop~r credit 
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POLICE BEAT . 
Silly student, kicks aren't for cops 
CARLY MORRIS 
STAFF WRITER 
the age of 21. Officer James 
Roberts stopped Tishman for 
havillg a broken break light. 
Andrew John Odell, 20, was ·Roberts observed a bottle of 
arrested Sept. 14 on charges of Bacardi rum in the back seat of 
resi~ting arrest with violence, the vehicle. Roberts . asked 
possession of marijuana under Tishman and his passenger 
20 grams, possession of a COUil- Adam Jeffrey Robbins who pur-
terfeit identification and disor- chased the rum. 
derly intoxication. ' Tishman admitted he did 
Odell presented a fake ID to · and gave Roberts the fake' in. 
get a wristband at a Kappa · After arrestingTishman for pos-
Sigma party. Sergeant Troy .session of alcohol and a fake ID, 
Williamson asked Odell where Roberts searched Robbins' wal-
he went to school and vmere he let for a fa,ke ID. 
was from, to which Odell gave Roberts found a counterfeit 
several conflicting responses. Wisconsin'. driver's license with 
Williamson told Odell he would Robbins's name . and photo 
be ari:ested if he did not tell the inside. A search of the passeri-
truth, but Odell insisted that the ger area of -the vehicle uncov-
ID was his. ered a burnt pipe with marijua-
Williamson, tried to hand- na residue. 
cuff Odell, but he resisted and Robbins, 18, was arrested 
refused to follow instructions. · on charges of possession of 
Officer Mangan and Sergeant counterfeit identification arid 
Carpenter were called 'in as drug paraphernalia. Tishman 
back up. Odell kicked Mangan ill: and Robbins were both trans-
the right arm_when he attempt- ported to the Orange County 
ed ·to remove something from Jail. 
Odell's pocket. 
Odell was handcuffed and . Strike two 
· carried to the patrol car for fur-
ther questioning. Once_ in cus-
tody, Odell told Mangan, "You 
aren't like Rollins [College] 
security." 
I see fake people 
Mark David Tishman, 18, 
was arr13sted Sept. 15 on 
charges of poss_essing a counter-. 
(eit license and alcohol tinder 
George Michael Sologuren, 
23, was arrested on charges of 
driving with a suspended license 
and possession of mariju~a on 
Sept. 15. 
Officer· Michael . King 
stopped Sologuren for driving a 
vehicle with an expired tagi 
Upon checking with a dispatcb-, 
er, King learned that Sologuren 
was stopped by Sergeant Emert 
on Sept. 14 and was issued a 
citation for the same offense. 
Sologuren was arrested 
and placed in the patrol ear. 
. Upon searching the vehicle, 
King found a medicine bottle 
containing marijuana. 
Not so funny money 
· Bradley· Clark Orman, 18, 
was arrested on charges of serv-
ing alcohol to a minor and resist-
ing an ·officer without violence 
on Sept. 16. 
Officer James Roberts 
stopped Orman for driving reck-
lessly in the south parking 
garage. Roberts observed that 
Orman and his passenger 
smelled of alcohol. 
Orman's passenger, 
Michael Stosic, 18, admitted to 
drinking rum earlier in the 
evening. When Roberts asked 
Stosic where he got the rum, he 
said Orman gave it to him. 
· Roberts asked Orman. for 
his side of the story, and Orman 
denied drinking. During the 
search of his vehicle, Roberts 
found a counterfeit $5 bill. 
Orman was transported to . 
the UCF police department. 
Twice Orman disobeyed 
officers and stepped over the 
handcuffs to place them in front 
of his body. Additional charges 
are pending for the counterfeit 
$5 bill. 
Columnist Carly Morris can be 
reached at cmorris@ucffuture.com 
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'Girl Gone 
Wild' maY 
get her day 
·in court 
}AMES L. ROSICA 
KNIGHT RIDDER NEWSPAPERS 
TALLAlIAsSEE, Fla.-
. The case of a former Florida 
State University student who 
e:xposed her breasts and unwit-
tingly became a "Girl Gone 
Wild" may go to trial in 
Tallahassee. 
·But the Girls Gone Wild 
'video makers defeated a simi-
lar 1awsllit in Loui.siana earlier 
this year, in which a judge ruled 
that women who "flash" in pub-
lic don't have to· consent to 
'Qeing filmed . 
Jury selection has been set . 
for Oct. 7 in Becky Lynn Gritzke 
v. M.R.A. Holding and Mantra 
· Films, producers of the Girls 
Gone WJ.ld video series, which 
features young women baring 
their bodies, usually in public . 
The 25-year-old Gritzke, a 
one-time swimsuit calendar 
model, said she was videotaped 
without her permission when 
she pulled up her top on New 
Orleans' Bourbon Street at the 
2000 Mardi Gras celebration. 
The footage wound up in 
the Girls Gone Wild "Sexy 
Sorority Sweethearts" video, 
which includes unrelated' 
scenes of other women per-
forming sex · acts, according to 
court documents. Gritzke's 
photo also is on the cover and 
~nationally-distributed ads. 
· She first sued in 
September 2001; the case now 
is in federal court before U.S. 
District Judge Robert -Hiiikle. 
Gritzke is seeking more than 
$75,000 in damages, and an 
undisclosed cut - estimated to 
be in the millions - of the prof-
its from the video's sale. 
Her case now rests on two 
claims: That her likeness ~as 
used Without her permission, 
and that her appearance in the 
video has unjustly subjected 
her to ridicule, embarrassment 
or disdain. · 
But the Girls Gone Wlld 
· team ·has wrapped itseH in the 
First Amendtnent, saying in 
court records that Gritzke's 
"removing her shirt in public at 
the world famous Mardi Gras 
celebration . . . is certainly a 
matter of public interest (and) 
publications of public nudity 
generally are considered news- . 
worthy." 
Case law largely has not 
recognized a right to privacy in 
public. But the courts have 
affirined a person's right not to 
have his or her image exploited 
commercially. ~ 
Gritzke's lawyers . at first 
said she did not know she was 
being taped because the video 
cameras were hidden. 'fhe tape 
featuring her was shot by an 
independent cameraman who 
sold it to Girls Gone Wild. 
But according to recent 
court filings, Gritzke asked the 
cameraman, "What's with the 
light?" and he answered he was 
"making a video." . 
That doesn't constitute 
consent, according to docu-
ments filed by her attorney, 
Kelly Overstreet Johnson of 
PLEASE SEE Gritzke oN 11 . 
Over $46K has been awarded 
to past winners from Florida International University, Barry 
· University, and. the University of Central Florida. 
Don't miss the applicati<?n . deadline: 
November 22, 2002 
Vislt our web site today to: 
• Read competition details 
· • Download the application 
• Particip~te . in our on line information chat or 
sign up to attend workshops in Miami, Florida 
http://www.fiu.edu/~nvc 
Take advantage of this 
competition to CASH IN! 
- Howard J. Leonhardt New Venture Challenge 
Bringing Innovation to Mqrket 
An International Business Plan Competition produced by the 
College of Business Administration and ' the College of Engineering at 
Florida International University, Miami, Florida. 
UCF vs. Liberty 
Sept. _2._gth 
Get your 'game day' apparel 
at CB&S or IVlights Comer 
. -
Bookstores to show. your 
. . 
spirit and save your money. 
Saturday hours 12:00 to 6:00pm 
Receive a free MAC conference pin with 
any $50.00 clOthing/gift purchase. 
www .collegebook.com 
.GO KNIGHTS 
' • 
1:0 · ·News -
Golden Rule allows free assembly in designated locations on campus 
niversity is noble place to foster 
reason, not merely a loudspeaker for 
skulls full of mush. 
-LUTHER S 
U.CF Objectivist Club F 
FROM PAGE l 
nate routes to class, will now have 
to make more of an effort to either 
find or evade assemblers. 
The free assembly zone at 
UCF ~sually hosts campus min-
1 istry groups and non-profit peti-
tion groups. 
' "College is about opportunity 
TITLE VI: THE ELECTiON STATUTES 
Chapter 601 Definitions: (Oefinef but not limited lo) 
A. Active Campaigning - Any display or distribution of 
tangible items for o candidate/ticket for on elective 
office of the student body 
B:Authorized by Candidate· Candidates written 
approval. 
C. Auxiliary Organization · Any organization not 
affiliated with UCF and with esteemed· community · 
prominence. (i.e. Shriner's, Kiwanis, League of 
·Women Voters) 
D. Campaign Materi als 
I . Authorized -Any items approved by the Election 
Commission, which contribute to a candidate's 
campaign, including Electric Media. 
2. Unauthorized · Any ttems not approved by the 
Election Commission, which contribute to o 
candidate's campaign, including Electronic 
Media. 
E. Campus Media -A university media wtth an 
audience in excess of two thousand (2000) 
students. . 
F. Contribution -Any service, goods ~or sum of r,noney 
donated to the candidate with the intent of -
. promoting or aiding the candidate in his/her 
campaign. 
G. Election Bulletin Boord · Bulletin board containing 
election information. The Election Commission shall 
maintain the board in the Senate Workroom. 
H. Election Period -Shall start Monday of petitions 
and end two (2) weeks after the last day of voling. 
(For special elections, the Election Commission shall 
define the election period no later than two (2) 
school days after regular voling.) 
I. Electronic Media · Any campaign publicity 
transferred electronically. 
J. Endorsement · To formally support a given 
candidate or ticket. 
K. Libel ·A method of defamation expressed by print, 
writing, pictures or signs; any false and 
unprivileged publication that is injurious to the 
reputation of another. 
L. Major Violation -Any violation that affects the 
outcome of an election, repeated minor violations, 
or blatant disregard of election statutes. 
M. Majorify Vote · Minimum of fifty percent (50%) 
plus one (I) of the votes/vote. · 
N. Material Fad -One which constitutes the relevancy 
of el@baity of o candidate/ticket for a particular 
office. 
0. Minor Violation · Any violation or oversight of 
statutes that does not affect the outcome of on 
-election. 
P. Partisan · Publicly stating approval or disapproval 
of a candidate/ticket. 
Q. Professional Service · Any service provided to o 
candidate/ticket by an individual or organization, 
·which no.rm ally receives payment for this service. 
R. School Doy -One ( 1) school. day shall be 
considered as any wee~day, Monday thr ugh 
Friday, in which at least one (1 ) doss is officially 
scheduled. 
S. Semesters · Foll, Sp!ing, and Summer, with 
ottendonce in any or all Summer terms being 
counted os no more that one (1 ) semester. 
· T. Slander -Oral defamation; the speaking of folse or 
malicious words concerning another, whereby injury 
resuhs to his reputation. 
U. Tangible Items -Anything inanimate that may be 
seen or touched, which infers that o candidate/ 
ticket intends to run for on electedStudent 
Government office. 
V. Third Parties - Individuals or organizations other 
than the candidate/ticket themselves. 
W. Third Party Advertising · Solicited or unsolicited 
support for. 0 candidate/ticket by on organization 
or individ!lal other than the candidate/ticket · 
themselves. 
X. Unauthoriz~d by Candidate -Anything without a 
candidates written approval. 
Y. Week -Any calendar week containing at least one 
(1) school d~y (Monday - Friday). 
Chapter 602 The Election Commission 
602.1 Membership: The Election Commission's 
membership shall be composed of nine (9) students 
from the University of Central Florida. The Supervisor 
of Elections will hove served as on Elections 
Commissioner at UCF for o minimum of one 
election period. 
A. The Supervisor of Elections, on Assistant Supervisor 
of Elections, and three (3) Commissioners 
(members) shall be appointed three (3) Senate 
meetings prfor to the Foll Semester. The 
remainder must be confirmed one (1) week prior 
to the start of active campaigning. 
B. Commission members may not hold any other 
elected or 11ppointed Student Government positions. 
C. Commission members' terms of office shall run for 
.one (I) year from ihe dote on which they ore con 
firmed. Commissioners shall hold office for a 
maxi111t1m of three (3) terms. 
602.2 Duties .of the Supervisor of Elections: 
A. Shall maintain a Campaign Expense Statement 
Notebook of all candidates' Campaign Expense 
Statements, to be used os a public record. 
B. Sholl not be actively identified with any candidate 
or campaign for elective office, nor act in any 
partisan manner during membership on the 
Election Commission. 
C. Sholl post on the SGA Bulletin Board, all election 
resuhs no later, than 12:00 p.ni. on the afternoon 
following the elections. 
D. Sholl submtt a list of problems, solutions, or 
possible changes to the Election Statutes within two 
(2) weeks following each election to the 'Elections 
and Appointments Committee. 
E. Shall maintain a notebook containing all pertinent 
information related to violations of the Election 
Statutes. This notebook shall include, but not be 
limited to: notices of violations; fines levied; actions 
token; Judicial Council .decisions; and all material 
relevant lo reaching these decisions. Each piece of 
documentation pertaining lo violations -shall be 
signed and dated, wtth the time n11ted ·by the 
Supervisor of Elections. ' 
F. Sholl be responsible for submitting a typed report to 
the Student Senate at each Senate meeting 
throughout the election period. Failure to make a 
report to the Senate two (2) limes during on 
election period will result in the automatic dismissal 
of the Supervisor of Elections.. · 
G. Sholl be responsible for submitting a memorandum 
to the Stude~I Body President, if Commission 
members ore not completing the duties assigned 
in 602.3. 
H. If the Supervisor of Elections is dismissed by the 
Studeni Senate or by the appellate process or 
resigns voluntarily during on election period, the 
Assistant Supervisor of Elections shall assume the 
responsibilities of the Supervisor of Elections, and · 
an Assistant Supervisor of Elections shall ~e elected 
from and by the Election Commission. 
602.3 Duties of the Election Commissioners: The 
Supervisor of Elections shall supervise and direct the 
Election Commission. Th'ey: 
A. Sholl not be actively identified with any candidate 
or campaign for elective office, nor act in any 
partisan manner during membership on the 
Election Commission. . 
· B. May only establish polling places in the following 
locations unless otherwise approved by the Senate 
in Resolution form: 
1. In front of the Student Union (South Side). 
2. At all branch campuses, in the area of the 
Student Lounge. - . 
C. Sholl make airangemenls for voling.materials for 
the elections. It shall arrange for other such things 
as required for the proper, efficient, impartial, and 
legal completion of the elections. 
_,.· 
D. Sholl procure and compile.a concise report of all 
requirements and regulations in. reference lo 
posting of tangible compciigning on the entire 
University of Central Florida Campus(es). The 
Ele.ction Commission shall also distribute this report. 
at the lime of Petition pick -up. 
E. Each Commissioner shall maintain office hours on 
the Election Bulletin Boord for each day of the 
election period. . 
1. The Main Campus Election Commission office 
location shall be provided for under the direction 
and agreement between the Student Bolfy 
President, Student Body Vice President and the 
Student Senate President Pro Tempore, upon the 
approval of Senate. Office hours shall be 
maintained by at least one (1 ) Commissioner from 
the hours of 9:00 o.m. to 5 p.m., Monday through 
Friday. 
2. All area campus questions concerning elections shall 
· be redirected to the main campus. · 
F. Sholl acknowledge and record the quantity of all 
authorized ~mpaign materials before such 
materials ore posted by the candidates/tickets. 
The Election Commission shall keep on accurate 
representation of any campaign materials . 
G. Shall be responsible for checking the campus 
everyday for any unauthorized campaign materials 
during the period between the day before the start 
of Active Campaigning and the day after the 
completion of elections. 
H. Shall make arrangement for the removal and 
record all unauthorized campaign materials 
immediately and initiaJe appropriate action lo fulfill 
the requirements of these Election Statutes. 
I. Sholl notify all campus media of the results of the 
election (in memorandum form) within twenty-four .. 
(24) hi>urs of the confirmation of the election results. 
J. Shall conduct three (3) meetings, at varyi~g times, 
lo explain. the Election Statutes, and lo answer 
questions concerning them, for all candidates/ 
tickets · one (1) before Petition of (ondidocy , and 
one ( 1) after Petition of Candidacy. 
K. Shall send a copy of the Election Statutes to all 
. campus media notifying them that these statutes 
will be used in the upcoming election, before the 
end of Declaration of Ccindid~cy. 
l Shall procure a canopy large enough to provide a 
protective covering for those voting in front of the 
Stodenl Union. 
M. Sholl procure posters, which will be ilisplayed :in 
each building in which classes ore held, on~ shall 
advertise in all campus media information 
regarding elections. These advertisements shall 
begin with the first issue published by the campus 
media for the Spring semester, and on (I) week 
before petitions become available for the Foll 
semester. These shall contain the total expense 
limits for each candidate. Information concerning 
the Petition of Candidacy Forms shall begin.at least 
..-ten (10) days prior to all elections, and shall 
include the date, time, place of voling, offices to be 
elected, and when Declaration of Candidacy ends. 
N. Sholl by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday prior lo the -
election, organize, publicize and toke all 
responsibilities of establishing o Candidate Forum 
(open to all students), and determining w~ere the 
forum will be held (in o large-"copocity area}. 
0. Sholl notify the tickets and all campus media of the 
doie, 'time and place of Candidate Forum by the 
first (I st) school day after the Declaration of 
Candidacy ends.· 
P. Shall not specify rules or procedures in addition to 
the Election Statutes, unless the Senate hos 
approved them in Resolution form. 
Q. Shall be responsible for advertising the Spring 
Election in the campus media three (3) weeks 
before the end of the Foll semester. 
R. Sholl submit o letter of resignation to the Student 
Body President and tire Supervisor of Elections, in 
case of voluntary resignation. 
602. 4 Duli!S of the Director of Student Government 
_Support Services 
A. Sholl check the qualifications of all candidates, and 
shall post the names of those qualified to hold 
office, on the Election Bulletin Board, with one (l ) 
sehool day ofter the end of Declaration of 
' Candidacy. There shall be two modditionol school 
to open your mind. If you are lim-
ited in your ability to explore dif-
ferent passages, then you are lim-
iting the potent~al of your college 
experience," said . sophomore 
the free. speech zones is the 
degradation of the quality of ver-
bal exchanges on campus," said 
Setzer. ''An [ unmediated] shout- -
ing match is neither an intellectu-
al debate nor a productive inter-
action. 
Gary Ritterstein. . 
But Luke Setzer, founder of 
the Objectivist Club at UCF, said 
the extra free speech areas may 
not be a wise decisiOn. 
''A university is a noble place 
to foster reason, not merely a 
loudspeaker for skulls full of 
mush," he said. "My concern with expanding 
days in which those candidates/tickets who ore not 
qualified may clear up questions of qualifications. 
602.5 Removal of Section Commission Members 
A. The Elections and Appointments Committee shall 
meet and d"etermine if on Election Commissioner 
may hove violated the Election Statutes. 
8. If the Elections and Appointments Committee 
decides that on Election Commission Member(s) 
niay hove committed a major/minor violation of 
Election Statutes, it shall notify the Student Senate 
in writing by the next Senate meeting following the 
committee action. 
C. At the recom·mendation of the Elections and 
Appoinlmerit Committee, the Student Senate may 
remove any member of the Elections Commission 
by 2/3 vole. 
D. All Election Commissioners must be mode aware 
that they are liable to hove partial or all moneys 
withheld from their final paychecks based on the 
dismissal douse for violating the Student Government 
Election Statutes or the Constitution of the Student 
Body of the University of Central Aorida at any time 
during their term as on Election Commissioner. 
E. In the case of the removal of an Election 
Commission member, on appeal by on Election 
Commissioner to the Judicial Council, shall be 
submitted, in the form of a typed letter and signed 
in ink, wtthin forty-eight (48) hours of the Student 
Senate's decJsion. The appeal shall be delivered to 
the Chief Justice. 
Chapter 603 Election Funding 
A. Sufficient funds shall be available for the election 
process from the Student Government Elections Account. 
B. The Election Commission's hourly wage and weekly 
hour limit shall be specified in the Activity and 
Service Fee Budget, as a port of the Student 
Government Elections Account. 
l . The Election Commissioners shall not be paid their 
final paychecks until -011 the duties have been 
determined fulfilled (by the Student Body Pr~denl). 
Chapter 604 Candidates 
All candidates for Student Government positions must 
meet the minimum requirements set forth in Tiiie X: 
Installation and Eligiliility Requiremen~. 
b04.I A. Fall Elections 
1. Candidates must file a Petition 
a. Candidates for colleges must ho~e fifty (50) sig 
natures (from students currently en(olled in 
his/her college) 
·b. Candidates for and Undeclared position at ihe Main 
Campus must hove twenty five (25) signatures 
from students with undetided majors. The 
signatures on the Petition form mtist be from 
students enrolled. at the Main Campus. 
c.-Candidates for At-Lorge positions of area campuses 
must have atleost twenty five (25) signatures on 
the Petition Form. The signatures on the Petition 
form must be from stude~IS"..enr.olled al the 
respective area campus. 
2. Petitions may be obtained from the Sen~te 
Secretory no earlier than 9:00 o.m. on the first 
(1st) school day of the third (3rd) week of the Foll 
semester, and will be turned in at the lime of the 
candidare's declaration of candidacy. 
3. Declaration of Candidacy will toke place during the 
fourth (4th) '!Yeek of the Fall sem~ster. Declaration 
of Candidacy will run from 9:00 o.m. until 5:00 
p.m. Monday through Wednesday. The Senate 
Secretory, or his/her designee, shall sign and date 
the form "received." The candidate shall complete, 
sign and dole the form. The form shall contain o 
"Candidate Expense D.isclosure Statement." 
4. Tiie Senate Secretory shall immediately post and 
send by facsimile to the area campus Student 
Government, the declaration and seat n~mber of 
the candidates filing for office on the Election 
Bulletin Boord, located in the Senate Work Room> ·. · 
to be officially posted up at 5:00 p.m. 
5. Active campaigning shall not begin before 
8:00 o.m. on the first (1st) day of the week 
following Declaration of Candidacy. 
B. Spring Elections (Presidential) 
1. The Student Body Presidential Candid~te, the 
Student Body Vice Presidential. Candidate and the 
Vice President for the Executive Branch Candidate 
shall be running moles, therefore forming a ficket. 
The Presidential ticket must file o Petition form with 
the signatures of four hundred and fifty (450) 
students currently enrolled at the Universtty of 
Central Florida. 
2. Petitions may be obtained from the Student 
Government Senate Secretory no earlier than 
9:00 o.m, on the first (1st) Monday of the third · 
(3rd) week of the Spring semester. The Petition 
will be turned in at the time of the candidate's 
declarotfon of candidacy. 
3PDecloralion of Candidacy for Spring elections shall 
be during the fourth (4th) week of the Spring 
semester, and shall toke place between 9:00 a.m. 
and 5:00 p.m. Monday through Thursday. 
4. The Student Government Senate Secretory shall 
sign ond dote the form "received." The 
candidate/ticket shall complete, sign and 
date this form. 
5. The Student Government Senate Secretory shall 
immediately post the Declaration on theElection 
Bulletin Boord and send by facsimile to the area 
campus Student Governments. 
6. Active Campaigning shall not begin before 
9:00 a.m. on the first·(lst) day of the sixth 
(6th) week .. 
Chapter 605 Election Procedures 
605. l Election Code of Ethics 
A. No candidate/ticket shall misrepresent any 
material fact in campaign material or in 
campaigning in any form. 
B. No candidate/ticket or individual may perjure 
himselbbefore the Elections Commission. 
C. No candidate/ticket or individual may misrepresent 
any campaign material as being the material of 
any candidate/ticket other than themselves. 
D. No candidate/ticket shall condone or authorize the 
destruction or theft of campaign material of 
another candidate. 
E. No candidate/ticket shall commtt slander or libel. 
F. No candidate/ticket shall commit or attempt 
a bribe. 
605.2 Active Campaigning 
A. All campaign materials, including candidate web 
sites, must be registered with the Election Commission, 
and must conform to the report cited in 602.3 E. 
B. Distributors of campaign materials are restricted in 
the following ways: 
1. No campaign material will be distr:ibuted~n the 
residence halls or by sliding said maleria1 under 
the door. 
2. No distribution ofcompoign material will be 
permitted in the residence halls before 
11 :00 a.m. or ofter 9:00 p.m. 
3. No campaign material will be distributed wtthin: 
o. The Universtty designee Computer labs, 
.except Student Government officially 
approved Electronic Media; 
b. The Library, Bookstore (does not include 
·said breezeway); 
c. .(flissrooms; 
d. Inside the Student Union Building, including 
gated patio areas; 
e. The Election tent boundaries. 
C. Candidates may not devise a name, which will 
associate thein with another candidate. 
605.3 Electronic Media 
A. At the beginning of all Electronic Messages, the 
followfng shall <1ppear: '1his message shall not 
be forwarded." 
B. On all Electronic Messages, the dote and name 
of the Election Commissioner who approved the 
message shall appe~r at the bottom. 
C. All Electronic Media shall adhere lo all election 
statutes. 
605.4 Election Times 
A. Fall Elections shall be held the sixth (6th) week of the 
semester and Spring Bedions shall be held the ---.. 
seventh (7th) week of the semester. 
B. Bection times will commence at 8:00 a.m. on Monday 
and will continue through 5:00 p.m. Wednesday, 
noting that Polaris shuts down everyday. 
for maintenance. 
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Gritzke not 
·the first to 
-- sue over 
-.'Girls Gone. 
Wild' videos 
FROM PAGE 9 
Tallahassee. Johnson · declined 
comment _ · to the Tallahassee 
Democrat, · citing federal court 
rules that discourage lawyers from 
talking about pending cases. 
But Ronald E~ Guttman, the 
Los Angeles-based lawyer for the 
Girls Gone Wiid producers, noted 
that a Louisiana judge tossed out a 
s·uit by three underage women who 
were included on another Girls 
Gone Wild video. 
In that case, the women -
two were 16 at the time and the 
third was 17 - were drinking at a 
New . Orleans club during Mardi 
Gras 1999 and showed their 
breasts to a cameraman. 
In March, Judge C. Hunter 
King ·of Orleans Parish Civil 
District Court dismissed the suit. 
"They were consenting to the 
video and/or photographs takii:tg 
place,'' he · said, according to a 
hearing transcript. "It seems like 
they were pretty willing .... 
. "When you do it on Bour.hon 
Street or go into a club and do it 
and you know there is an individ-
ual with a video ·(camera), certain-
TITLE .YI: THE ELECTION STATUTES. 
t ~ will run from l 0:00 o.m. to 7:00 p.m. for the . 
Student Union Tent. 
D. A Run Off Election will occur, the week following 
posting pf the Section results; between the two (2) 
candidates/tickets receiving the most votes (providing 
no candidate or ticket received o majority of 
voles cost)." · 
605.5 All Special Sections will follow these same Section 
Statutes, unless otherwise stated herein. 
A. A Special Bection wi11 occur if the winning 
candidate/ticker is disqualified. If there is on~ one 
( 1 ) candidate in a Special Section, no election will be 
necesrory. _ 
B. On~ qualified candidates/tickets who ran in the 
Primary Bection, including wrtte-in candidates/tickets, 
will be place.d on the New Section ballot. 
t There will be no new wrtte'.in candidates/tickets for 
New Sections. · 
D. A New Election will be held at least one ( 1 I week 
following the end of the appellate process, but no 
more than tw~ (2) weeks ofter the end of the 
appellate process. 
605.6 All New Sections will follow these some Election 
Slatules, unless otherWise slated herein. 
A. A New Section will occur ~the race is "invalidated" by 
the Judicial Council. If there is on~ one (1 ) candidate 
in the New .Bection, no election is necessary. 
B. On~ qualified candidates/licke15 who ran in the 
Primary Election, including write-in candidates/tickets, 
will be ~aced on the New Bection Ballot. 
t There will be no new wrtte-in candidates for 
New Sections. 
D. A New Bection will be held at least one ( 1 ) week 
following the end of the appellate process, but no 
more thori two (2) weeks after the end of the 
appellate process. 
605.7 Voting 
A. All students shoU be eligible to vote for one (1 l ticket 
during the Spring Section. 
-B. All students shoU be eljgible lo vote for the 
representotive(s).of their College and if eligible Area 
Campus representative during the Fall Section. 
( Any student with a double major shall be eligible to 
vote under on~ one of his/her registered majors. 
D. Al all voling places, there shall be detailed instructions 
on how lo vole. 
.605.8 Wme-in Candidates 
A. Wme-in Candidates names wil not be placed on 
ballots. 
B. All write-in candidates must complete the same 
paperwork that other candidates musth1e except 
for the petition. 
- 605. 9 Balloting 
A. The Supervisor of Sections, the Director of Student 
Government Support' Services, must be present at the 
tabulation of results. ' 
B. Each candidate/ticket, after the official ballot counting, 
may call for a recount of votes, at which lime he/ she 
may be present. _ 
t No ballot shall be disqualified if the voter's intentions 
are determined "legal" and "dear'' by the Election 
Commission. 
605.1 0 Election Contingency Plan 
In case of a campus emergency which moy impede the 
voling process, the Student Body President may, ui>on 
consuhation with tlie Supervisor of Bections , suspend or · 
delay and election ond reschedule tt within seven (7) 
days after 1he suspended or delayed election or as soon 
!hereafter os prodicable. In the event of on election sus-
pension or delay, the new election limes will be properly . 
advertised through student media and posted on the 
.. 
" 
Bection Bulletin Boord. 
605.11 lhird Porty Campaigning and SujJport · 
A. The candidate/ticket is not responsible for 
unauthorized verbal, written or physical campaigning 
by third parties. 
B. Guidelines on organizations: 
1. On~ registered dubs and organizations con endorse 
and/ or support a candidate/ticket. 
2. dubs and organizations that choose to campaign, 
support and/or endorse candidates/tickets are 
subject ta all g~idelines in these Statutes and the 
UCF Golden Rule, including, but not limlted to, 
slander and libel douses. 
t lndividuab that choose to campaign, support and/or 
endo~ a candidate/ticket are subject lo oll guidelines 
in the Statutes and the UCF Golden Rule, including, but 
not limtted to, ~onder and libel clauses. 
Chapter 606 Campaign Expense Statement 
A. Spring Campaign Expense Statements must be 
received in the Senate Secretary's Office, and Foll 
Campaign Expense Statements must be received by 
the Senate sOOetory's Office no later than 5:00 p.m. 
on the day after the ~d of voling, and bear the time 
of delivery and the inltiols of the appropriate 
Secretory. 
B. Campaign Expense Statements must be turne4 in 
regardless of the amount of money spent (even 
SO.OOJ. . 
t Climpaign material in support of 1he candidate/ticket 
· will be considered in his/her/their Campaign Expense 
Statement. 
D. No candidate moy accept free publicity from any 
medio, which does not offer the some service(s) lo the 
o1her candidates for the same office, in writing, two 
(2) days before the media's deodhne. 
E. The Campaign Expense Statement, Which must be 
signed by the Candidate attesting to its validity, shall 
include an Itemized list of all Campaign Expenses and 
Contributions, including: 
1. Any physical materiok used, . 
2. Any rented or loaned equipment, 
' 3. Anyone hired for, or giving lime for professional 
service, 
4. Refreshments used for campaign purposes. 
F. If discounts, loaned equipment, donated materiok, 
refreshments, or prof ~onol services given free ore 
not offered to all candidates in odva~ce, by posting in 
wrttten form on the Bection Bulletin Boord, forty-eight 
(48) hours prior to Declaration of Candidacy, they 
must be listed at fair market value and added to the 
total expenditures. This does not indude ttems that 
were purchased at a redoced cost while on sole lo the 
general publit _ 
G. AH ttems listed on the. Campaign· Expense Statement 
shall be ocCOl)lponied by the original receipt or some 
validation of the fair market value. All receipts will 
include the name ond phone number of the business 
from which the ttem(s) or service(s) were purchased. 
If a receipt is not ov~iloble, an estimate must be 
included with the Campaign Expense Statement. It 
maY be either a listing of the ttem in o current catalog 
from a reputable company, or a wrttten estimate 
containing: an exad breakdown of the nem(s) or 
service(s), the price of the described ltem(s) or 
service(s), the name a~d phone number of the 
business, and the signature of the person making 
the estimate. 
H. lhe fair market value of a professionol service shall 
be the normal wage; which the person receives when 
providing this service. This wage must be 
documented: 1he pay rate, business name and phone 
number:..must be supplied. 
I. Any destroyed material may be re~aced without 
riddltionol entries to 1he candidate's µimpoign 
Expense Statement. · 
J. Senatorial candidates who campaign together on the 
same campaign materiok may Claim the cost of these 
materiok in proportion to on equal division among 
themselves. 
. Chapter 607 Violations · 
A. All,condidates must be mode aware that !hey ore 
iiable to be fined. for violating The UCF Golden Rule, . 
The Student Government Sections Statutes, The , 
Constitution of the Student Body of the University of 
Central Aorida and The Student Body Slatules . 
B. All campaign materiok must be removed from the 
campus by 12:00 p,m. on Monday of the week 
following the final day of voting, by 1he 
candidate/ticket. Failure to do so will resuh in a 
twenty dollar ($20.00) fine being levied by the 
Section Commission. 
t The Section Commission shall meet and determine if a 
candidate/ticket violated the Section Statutes, and 
shall charge ony candidate/ticket that violates the 
Election Statutes with a major minor violation. These 
steps shall be taken immediate~ following a report 
alleging that a candidate/ticket has violated the · 
Section Slatules. 
1. If the Election Commission ch<irges the candidate/ 
ticket with a minor violation, It may access a five to 
twenty dollar ($5-$20) fine (depending upon the 
severity of the offense), by a majority vote of the 
Commission, for each violotion. 
2. If the Section Commission feek that a 
candidate/ticket has commttted o major violation, 
then ii shall both notify the Judicial Council and the 
candidate/ticket in writing within 24 hours of its 
decision. 
D. All fines must be paid lo the Cushier who will then 
deposn them into lhe Student Government Bection5 
Account ond issue a receipt to the offender as well as 
- to the Diredor of Student Government Support 
Services. 
E. Fines shall not be counted towards Expense Limn nor 
registered on the Campaign Expense Statement. 
F. Failure lo appeal a fine within two (2) school days or 
lo pay fine within ten ( 10) school days of posting at 
the end of the appellate proces.s will resuh in the 
candidate's/ticket's disqualification. There shall be a 
forty-eight ( 48) hour grace period for the payment of 
fines under appeal. This grace period shall begin 
when the appeiik process hos finished. 
G. If the Section Commission feek that a candidate/ 
. ticket has commttted a major violation, then tt shall 
notify the Judicial Council in writing, by 5:00 p.m. on 
the Monday following 1he public posting of the 
election results. 
H. The Section Commission shall determine whether the 
sum of all violations equok a major or minor violotion. 
Chapter 608 Conteslments/ Appeob 
A. Any conteslment/appeal of a campaign, "Election 
Commission decision, or on election by a · 
candidate/ticket shall be submitted in the form' of a 
typewritten letter ond signed in ink. This letter of 
conteslment ~oll be hand-delivered lo the Director of 
Student Government Support Services, as well as a 
copy to the Chief JuSttce onll the Supervisor of 
Elections, no later, than 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday 
following public posting of election results. 
B. The Election Commission shall review all appeab and 
formulate a decision within one ( 1 ) week based on the 
case presented. This decision may be further · 
appealed to the Judicial Council. If the appeal of any 
candidate/ticket is based upon direct action of the 
Section Commission, tt shall be reviewed by the 
Judicial Council and bypass the. Section Commission. 
C. Notification of action with due cause must be 
presented to the candidate/ticket forty-eight (48) 
hours after the decision is made. 
D. Any appeal must list reasons for appealing the 
decision of the Election Commission or list charges 
_ and/or vio.lations alleged~ committed by a 
candidate/ticket or Section Commissioner(s). 
E. Upon receiving the appeal, the Judicial Council shall 
determine the type of appeal and course-of-action 
available to It, os .specified below: 
1. Condidates/lickets Appealing an Section Council 
Decision: The Judicial Couna1 shall determine 
whether th~ Section Commission's decision was 
incorrect, procedural~ or substantive~. It may 
uphold or overturn the Bection Commission's 
decision. 
2. Conteslments Based on Section Commissioners 
Violating Section Statutes: The _Judicial Council 
shall determine if the Section Commission 
member(s) violaied Statute, ~so, 
a. Did !his affect the Bection Results? If this is the 
case, then the Judicial Couna1 may coll for a New 
Election and may.require that the Section 
Commi!ision member(s) receive no money and be 
referred to Judicial Programs for restitution. 
b. If the violation did not effect the election results, 
ly you must expect that this 'is 
going to be shown all over the 
·place," Hunter said. " ... They had 
the ability to say no." Hunter's 
decision was - not - appe~ed, 
records show. 
"I believe that Judge KID.g's 
analysis in the Louisiana action is 
indicative of how Gritzke!s case 
ultimately will be decided," 
Guttman said in a statement. "But 
we're ready to go to trial and we're 
confident of a successful outcome, 
·based on the facts and the First 
Amendment." 
News• 11 
tioned the free-speech defense in a 
recent court order, saying, "The 
First Amendment provides no 
right to make an unconsenting 
individual the poster-p"erson for a 
commercial product, as plaintiff 
alleges defe:Qdant has done." 
But Hinkle already has ques- · 
Johnson declined_ to say 
where her client now lives or 
works-. Gritzke was Miss 
September 2000 in a ''Women of 
FSU" . calendar published by 
Campus Calendars. According to · 
the calendar Web site, she studied 
accounting and finance, and is a 
South Florida native . 
. and is considered to be a minor violation of the 
Statutes, the Judicial Council may !hen require that 
the Bection Commission membertsl be referred 10· 
the Student Body President for further action per 
Executive Contrad. 
3. Conteslments Based on Candidates/f Kke15 Violating 
Section Statutes: The Judicial Council shall 
determine whether the candidate/ticker commttted 
no violation, a minor violation, or a major 
·violation. 
. a. If It finds that o candidate/ticket commttted a 
minor violation, tt shall fine the candidate/ticket 
no more than twenty dollars ($20) for each 
violation. 
b. The Judicial Council may levy a fine of no more 
than forty dollars ($40) and/or disqoolify a 
· candidate/ticket for a major violation. 
c. If a candidate/ticket is disqualified due lo a 
major violation, the Judicial Council shall coll for 
a Special Bection (as defined by 605.4). 
F. All decisions made by the Section Commission or the 
Judicial Council and all contestments and appeals 
mode by candidates shall be posted by the Election 
Commission on the Bection Bulletin Board ond Student 
Government web site immediate~. 
G. If someone feeb the Judicial Council hos violated 
his/her rights to a fair hearing or due process, he/she 
must follow the grievance procedures outlined in the 
UCF Golden Rule. 
Chapter 609 Recall 
A. The holder of any elected office of Student 
Government may be removed from office by the 
studenl5 of the University of Central Florida by the 
following procedures~ 
1. A petition shall be prepared, naming the person 
sought to be recalled and containing a •statement 
of Grounds for Recall." 
2. The petition shall be signed by at least five percent 
(5%) of the office-holder's consfituents, based on 
the current term enrollment. 
. 3. Each student of the university signing a petition 
shall sign and legibly print his/her name in ink and 
· shall place his/her college, birth date and date of 
signature in the petition. 
8. The petition shall be allowed up to twenty (20) days lo 
be circulated. 
C. After completion, the petition shall be filed with the 
Senate Secretory who shall, within (2) school days, 
submit such petition lo the Section Commission, the 
Director of Student Government Support Services, aod 
the Sections and Appointnients (E&Al Committee. 
Wrthin a period of no more than five (5) school days, 
the Director of Student Government Support Services 
shall determine whether the petition contains 1he 
required valid signatures. No additional nwnes may 
be added to the petition, and 1he petition shall not be 
used in 0'1}' other proceeding. 
1. If tt is determined that the petition does not contain 
the required signatures, the Election Commission 
shall report tt to the exeeutive and legislative 
branches of Student Government and file 1he 
petition, without toking further action and rhe 
matter will be closed. 
2. If tt determined that the petition hos the required 
signatures, then the Supervisor of Elections shall at 
once serve a certified copy of the petition to the· 
office-holder named in the verified petition of recall. 
D. The person d.esignated in the petition may file his/her 
lyP-ewritten resignation, signed in ink, with the 
Attorney General within two (2) school days ofter the 
receipt of the petition copy. Upon receipt of the 
resignation letter, the AttorneyGeneral shall at once 
notify the governing body of the fact. 
E. In the absence of a resignation, the Supervisor of 
Bections shall set the days for holding a Recall Section 
for the removal of 1he person designated in the · 
petition. Any such election shall be held no less than 
ten (10) school days nor more than twenty (20) 
school doy5 from the resignation deadline. 
F. lhe ballot of the Recall Section shall conform lo the 
following: "Shall ... be removed from the Office of ... 
by recall?" lmmediOte~ following the question, !here 
shall be printed on the boHot the two (2) propositions 
in the order here set forth: "For 1he recall of ... 
Against the recoil of : .. " 
G. If a majority of the votes cast on the question for 
removal of any member of the governing body is 
affirmative, the member whose removal is sought 
shall be deemed "removed from office," upon 
announcement of the official canvass of that election. 
Chapter 610 Referendum Bection 
A. The Student Body moy col for a Referendum Election 
by properly fiUng a petition. . 
8. The petition shall cantoin o Statement of the spe<ific 
m for which the Referendum Section will be held. 
t The petition shall be signed by at least ten percent 
(10%) f the student body.- Each University of Central 
Florido \Judent signing a Petition shall sign ond print 
legibly, in ink, his/her name, respective coRege, birth 
dote and the dote signature. . 
D. The petition shall be presented to the Senate Secretory 
who shaU, sulxn~ the petition to the Director of 
Student Government Support Servic~ for verification. 
1. lhe Director of Student Government Support 
Services shall, within five (5) school days, 
determine the validity of the signatures, and shall 
notify the Student Body President of the Results. 
2. Failure to comp~ within five (5) school days shal! 
conslilu1e verificolion . 
. E. If the petition is ruled ,;valid" by the Director of 
Student Government Support Services, o Referendum 
Election will be held within three (3) weeks. Funds' 
· shall be mode available by fhe Student B~ President 
form the Student Government General Account. 
F. If tt is determined that the petition diies not contain the 
required signatures, after confirmation by the Director 
of Student Government Support Services, the Bection 
Commission shall notify the ~ling parties, without 
toking further action, file the petition: the matter will 
be •dosed." No additional names moy be used in any 
other proc.eedings. 
G. The resuh of the election shall serve as a consensus 
opinion of the Student Body, and: 
1. An officiill statement, containing the issue and the 
· results, shall be acknowledged i~ writing by-the 
Student Body President and the Vice President of 
Student Development and Enrollment Services. 
2. This official statement shall be sent to all concerned 
parties on the school day following the official 
announcement of the resu~ of the Referendum 
Section. 
Chapter 611 Swearing in 
A. No student shall be >worn in 
1. Whose election is-being contested in the Election 
Commission and/or Judicial Council and or Vice 
President of Student Development and Enrollment 
Services, or 
2. Who hos· not removed oll of his/her campaign 
material from the campus and paid posted fines, 
· and turned into the Section Commission 1he 
Campaign Expense Statement. 
Chapter 612 Forms 
All forms used during the elections wil~ be developed by 
tlie Election Commission and in compliance with the 
Section Statutes. 
Chapter 613 Senate SesSion 
The Senate Session shall begin one (1) week following 
the completion of Senate Sections. 
Chapter 614 Revising the Section Statutes 
Changes ta the ~on Slatules mode after the begin-
ning of the Declaration of Candidacy shall nof affect the 
election in progress. 
History: 
Blll02·26 (05/06/70) Bill 12-66 (10/10/80) Bill 16-76 (08/03/84) Bill 
03--02 (10/07/10) Bill 13-58(09/03/81) Bill 18-01 (02/06/86) Bill 06-4-0 
(03/13/74) Bill 13-66 (09/21/81) Bill 18-17 (01/13/86) Bill 08-72 
{10/22/T6) Bill 14-22 (03/03/82) Bill 18-49 {07/24/B6) Bill 09-34 
{M/28mJ Bill 14-23 (03/03/82) Bill 19-16 (01/15/87) Bill 10-19 -
{04/04/78) Bill 14-40 {07/20/82) Bill 19-32 {02/17/87) Bill 10-58 
{08/28/78) BIU 14-43 (07/07/82) Bill 19.37 (03/26/87) Bill 11 ·20 
(03/19/79) Bill 15-08 (01/27/83) Bill 19-47 (05/17/87) Bill 11-35 
(02/16/79) Bill 15-50(04/19/83) Bill 19-67 {07/26/B7) Bill 11 ·57 
(03/15/79) Bill 16-34 (01/20/84) Bill 20-21 {07/01/88) Bill 12·39 
(04/02/80) Bill 16-35 (02/13/84) Blll20-42 (03/08/88) Bill 20-72 
(06/29/88) Blll.21 -20 (01/10/89) Blll21-26 (01/10/89) BIU 21-29 
{01/17/B9) BIU 21-30 (01/17/89) Blll.22--08'(11/28/89) Bill 22-13 
(12/05/89) Bill 21-18 (01/09/90) Blll23-14 (01/24/91) Bill 23-49 
{06/09/91) Bill 23-50 (06/09/91) Blll23-70 (08/25/91) Bill 24-16 
(12/01/91) Bill 24-17112/01/91) BlllM (10/22/92) Bill 25-46 
{05/31/931Bll126--03111/18/93) Bill 26-34 {03/24/94) Bill 26-58 
(06/12/94) BIU 26-59 (06/12/94) Blll2~B {07/31/94, 6.05.2.C&Dl Bill 
26-68 (07 /31/94, 6.02.21 .. 41 Bill 27-23112/B/94, 602.2.D, 605) Bill 27-
35(12/8i94, 607.C&EJ Bill 27-36 (12/8194, 605. l.El, Bill 27-37 (2/2/95) 
{602.1) Bill 27-46 (02/09/95), Bill 27-82(06/18/95, 602.1 0. BiR 28-
19(11/30/95) Bill 31-63 (09/16/991, Bill 31-40 (06/30/99), Blll32-08 
{l/11/00) Bill 31-40 (08/03/99), Bill 32-11102/28/00), 32-18 
{07/25/00), 32-Bl (09/12/00) BIU 33-12 (02/13/01), Judicial Decision 
{09/06/01 ), Bill 34-13 (09/15/01 l Bill 34-44 (05/31/02) Bill 33-76 
(05/31/02) 
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Opini2n~ 
OUR STANCE: 
No right more 
fundamental than · 
freedom of speech 
W hen will people learn that the First Amendment is not meant to protect the speech that society deems nice 
or appropriate? How many times · 
will college administrations attempt to deny 
college newspapers their right to free 
speech, and how many times will they get 
away with it? 
Last week Seminole Community College 
attempted to tr.ample on student journalists' 
rights, threatening to halt their publication 
unless they agreed to remove offensive 
words like bitches, ass and shag that 
appeared in an opinion column about con-
traception. 
Their editor, · Margaret Acker, refused to 
revise the opinion that she deemed fit to 
publish and re(used to let administration 
have their way SCC's administration pouted, 
bullied and finally yielded,' and will allow the 
opinion to run, but likely for the wrong rea-
sons. -
They didn't give in at the end because 
they suddenly realized the error in their 
ways, nor was it because they decided it was 
important to protect the rights of the writers 
and editors who reasoned that strong lan-
gli.age was a pivotal part of .the opinion. 
sec administration caved because they 
knew that to censor the article would cause 
more outrage and interruption than running 
a few profane words could. SCC's adminis-
trations' regulation of the student newspa-
per was a very good example of a bad lesson 
in free speech. 
By trying to restrain information as a 
way to teach their students responsible 
judgment regarding the rules of journalism, 
the guidelines for libel, slander and obsceni-
ty, administrators showed students that the . 
first amendmen.t is actually secondary when 
it comes to compromising appropriateness 
and niceness. _ 
Lucky for The Scribe and other college 
newspapers across the nation, that editors 
like·Acker realize that newspapers have the 
- right to report and editorialize, no matter 
how intelligent or moronic their language 
· · and dis~ourse ·is. · 
Mo;t college students can stand to read 
an opinion column that contains a few 
naughty words, but won't stand by and allow 
administrators to deny them their right to 
free speech. 
OUR STANCE: 
war on terror does not justify 
· violation of students' privacy 
I t comes as no surprise that the federal ) government has begun scouring the . academic records of some foreign stu-
dents for evidence linking the .students 
to terrorism, violating students' privacy in 
I . 
the process. The move contmues the gov-
ernment's assault on priva~y laws as' it 
fights the war on terrorism. 
The government does not inform stu-
dents before they_search their records, 
using a loophole in federal law. Under the 
Patriot Act, a broad law passed following 
the terrorist attacks last year that expands 
the government's ability to· investigate ter-
rorism, one provision allows the govern-
ment to seek students ~ academic records if 
it obtains a court-ordered subpoena. 
Douglas .:Burgess, associate university 
registrar, said that UCF could not tell the 
student of the subpoena if the investigation 
. relates to terror. "I believe if they [the fed-
eral ·government] invoke the Patriot Act; we 
would be obligated not to tell the student," 
said Burge_ss, adding that informing stu-
dents would jeopardize the investigation. 
Burgess said students' records remain 
secure under most circumstances. He said 
that normal release of student records 
requires the student's written and signed 
consent. Students usually know wlien · 
authorities request their records. "With a 
regular subpoena, we would make a reason-
able effort to inform students," said 
Burgess. 
The Registrar's Office receives requests 
for student information on occasion. "It's 
not uncommon," said Burgess. Burgess · 
said that local law enforcement agencies 
have brought forth occasional subpoenas to 
investigate for possible immigration viola-
tion~, but, as far as he knows, no inquiries 
relating to terrorism. · 
Burgess did not want to speculate what 
evidence investigators could gather from 
· student records, and he said the school 
does not know what crime any given for 
sub.poeria is for. 
Government agencies· thus far have nc;>t 
invoked the-Patriot Act at UCF, but hun-
dreds of .universities across the nation have 
given up students' records to investigators. 
In the process; the government has violated 
the privacy of those students. The country 
may be at war, but that hardly justifies the 
secreQy and spy tactics the govern,ment is 
' employing in its 'effort· to root out terrorism. 
"Only two things are infinite, the universe a.nd. human 
stupidity, and· I'm not sure about the _former." 
-ALBERT EINSTEIN ' 
ffefe ~t '$ernihole 
<Cornrnuhtiy <Colle~e, we 
believe ih ernpowefin~ 
students ~s much 
Reno cohorts should now support McBride 
As the former statewide student coordi~ 
nator for the Janet Reno-campaign, I was 
proud to head up the Janet Reno campaign 
, at University of Flori·da and at all the other 
universities across the state. The fact that it 
· was such a· close race. Democratic activists · 
proved that she was popular. despite what 
some political pundits thought. 
Thar-being said. I urge voters to sup-
port the Democratic ticket of Bill McBride and 
Tom Rossin. As a Democrat. · 1 fought for the 
candidate I believed best represented my 
vjews. Now tl}gt Reno is out. I believe that 
McBride is the best'ca.ndidate for the state. 
Both he and his running mate care about · 
education and the environment. something 
that should be important to all Flo(idians. I 
urge all former Reno supporters to get 
behind McBride. · -
-JAMES A_R6ENTO 
Reno statewide student coordinator 
Ignorance is never funny 
Kudos to Linnea Brown for her article 
"Cracks that cross the proverbial line" that 
published Sept. 16. 2002. I wish more people 
would take this stance on this ignorant prac-
tice of putting others down to make them-
selves feel better. · -
Another practice that many people fall 
into, and that I find offensive, is the habit of 
referring to many things as being retarded. I 
do not feel that this is a word that should be 
used to describe something in a negative 
CORRECTION 
light. 
So the next · time you wish to express 
the way you feel about something you may 
dislike, go look up in the dictionary a word 
that would be more suitable. We need.to stop 
and think a 'little more, instead of trying to 
appear humorous in front of our peers 
because there are many of us who find noth- · 
ing funny with putting others down. 
-DANIELLE PRAIT 
PLEASE SEE Letters ON 14· . 
Due to an editing error, Central Florida's Fast and the Furious (Leon Terry, Sept. 16) 
incorrectly identified Club DSM as a street racing club. In fact, Club DSM is a car enthusiast 
club that does not endorse street racing. " 
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Free speech shouldn't · 
compromise standards, 
professionalism 
HORSE WITH NO NAME newspaper. 
The issue is not a .free 
speech issue; simply a policy 
that the newspaper's pub-
lishers, the sec administra-
ti on, have in place that calls .· 
for a certain level of prof es-
sionalism - one being that 
profanity has no place in col-
}OEY MYERS 
- lege newspapers. 
What sec administra-
STAFF WRITER tion has done is set stan-
dards that they expect its 
Seminole Community publication to abide by. 
College student Margaret Acker's job as editor is to 
Acker is fighting the wrong provide an informative and 
· battle. possibly entertainin·g publi-
Acker, the editor-in-chief cation within the realms of 
of The Scribe - SCC's what her publishers expect 
school newspaper - is in accordance with the poll-
def ending her right to free- cies of the newspaper. 
dom of speech after her If Acker wants the right 
school's administration to publish an opinion that 
deemed an opinion column contains profanify or inap-
by one of her ·staff reporters propriate material, then she 
inappropriate an~ demarided has the right to publish 
she alter the opinion with whatever she desires in her 
.their revisions. own publication that she has 
Acker, who had revised funded with her own moQ.ey. 
the opinion about unwanted T.here are plenty of 
. · pregnancies and sexually _ words I cannot> use in my 
active teens once already, own forum, even though from 
refused to make any more time to time, I slip them in. 
revisions and SCC's adminis- However, they have yet to 
tration literally stopped the make the pages of any pub-
presses to prevent the vulgar lished issue. 
column from going t.o print. The reason they never 
Acker' s concern appears make the published pages is 
to be the idea that if she because my editors view my 
gives an inch, it will content and decide what 'is 
inevitably turn into a mile, and is not appropriate, 
and if her school's adminis- based on certain guidelines. 
tration objects to printing a Miss Acker, if anything, 
few profane words, they may you have not done your job. 
next time pull an article that Possibly; you ·are just an ide-
slams an administrator. alistic girl, full of a:p.gst, hop-
What journalist wouldn't ing to stir the pot. Maybe yoli · 
agree? As a journalist felt you were truly in the 
myself, I would stand up in a right. Perhaps, you felt you 
heartbeat to defend the First were standing up for college 
Amendment. Each one-of us journalists everywhere. 
has the right, thanks to our You weren't. What you 
forefathers, to speak our did was compromise your 
minds and express ourselves own professionalism as well 
freely. as the newspaper's reputa-
But Acker's intentions, ti on . 
while noble, are misplaced. Granted, you got some 
She's defending her . attention, and so did your 
right to free speech even publication. But is it the kind 
though free speech isn't the of attention your newspaper 
issue at hand. needs or deserves? 
sec is not doing any- Isn't it better to motivate 
thing illegal or unethical - readers to read your materi-
they aren't trampling all al, not because it's scan-
over her right to express an- - dalous, profane or tasteless, 
opinion. As the publisher of but because it is thoughtful, 
The Scribe, SCC administra- informative and compelling'? 
tion has the final say in any-
thing t])_at goes to print. Th~t 
Columnist Joey Myers can be is the way it works at The 
Future, as well as any other reacred at jmyers@ucffuture.com 
SPEAK YOUR MIND 
Does som-ething on campus-
. really tkk you · off? 
Don't_ agree with pne of 
The Future's columnists? 
let us know about it! 
editOr@IJCf/uture.com 
Attention 
·ucF! 
Orasure HIV Testing is now availible 
·through REACH Peer Education: 
And for only $1_0,. you :won't 
have to break the bank. 
To make a testing appointment, call {407)-823-AIDS 
or stop by Trailer 617 (Next to CREOL) 
~ UCF p~e uca ioll:h 
•, 
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Club DSM members face financial consequences 
I wish to voice my opinion to you about 
Leon Terry's article "Central Florida's fast and 
the furious" that published Sept. 16, 2002. In 
the article. Mr. Terry has referred to Club DSM 
as a "national street-racing club," ·and that is 
as far from the truth as possible. I demand 
that a retraction .be written to thiS' as I think · 
this is slander! 
I think that from now on when Mr. Terry 
writes an article that it may be in his best 
interest to check his facts and make sure what 
he is printing is true. The comment that he has 
made can in fact cause financial damage to 
each of our members as it can cause rumors in 
the law enforcement area as well. Please follow 
through with this as Club DSM is a nationwide 
organization with many .members that are 
very displeased with hi,s comments. 
~GLENN H. SHELTON Ill 
The Central Florida Future • September 23, 2002 
. United States a t~orn in the United .Nations' side 
What would you call an organization that1 
welcomes Saddam Hussein's right hand man, but 
. shuns Colin Powell, the only representative to 
speak out against the ethnic cleansing and racist 
- policies in Zimbabwe. How about an organiza-
tion whose Human Rights 'Commission chair is 
Libya, a state sponsor of terrorism and human 
rights abuser? 
So~n'ds like an orga_nization that is corrupt 
and prejudice. one that may be making selfish 
and bad dei:isions constantly: Maybe Enron or the 
Mafia? 
Wrong. This time the wicked organization 
is the United Nations. While the Uniied States is 
a great and generous freedom fighter, the United 
Nations has become nothing more than a mean-
ingless placebo. In the U.N. charter one of the 
reasons for its formation is "to reaffirm faith in 
fundamental buman rights, in the dignity and 
worth of_the human person, in the equal rights 
of men and women and of nations large and 
small." 
The U.N. investigated political murders in 
China: It took no action. When slave laborwas 
on the rise in the U.S.S.R., the issue was removed 
from the U.N. agenda. All of these travesties of 
human rights abuse go on ignored while these 
nations continue to sit at the U.N:table of power. 
·· Americans value their freedom and. liberty. Our 
civil rights and standards do not fit into th~ U.N, ...-; 
or European Union charter. Our Constitution is.a 
thorn in the U.N.'s side. In fact our money is the 
only reason the U.N. or the E.U. wants us aro.und. 
-JASON OAN/El QIJ/CK 
IJ(f sophomore 
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POINT 
Garner fan support 
first, then-sell tickets 
]A.SON IRSAY 
· STAFF WRITER 
sive marketing campaign to "fill the bowl" can't 
convince students to attend UCF-'s f9otball 
games, implementing a system to keep non- ' 
I recently spent a very warm Saturday UCF students out of athletic events manages to 
afternoon ~ Gainesville working security at the turn away much-needed fan support and ' 
Florida Gators - Miami Hurricanes football defeats the whole notion that UCF wants or 
game. As this was my first venture into "The needs more pride and spirit. 
Swamp," I was init ially awed and overwhelmed UCF should realize that they are muoh like 
by the experience. an amateur band that must play free shows to 
The stadium was completely packed and earn a fan-base before they can expect people 
extremely loud, alive with thousands upon to spend big bucks to buy their Cps, concert 
thousands of University of Florida students, tickets_and T-shirts. 
decked out in orange aild blue, cheering their, If UCF wants to increase its fan-base, it 
team on. Early in the game, the fans truly were has to entice and motivate UCF students and 
the "12th man". · non-students alike in order to gain their sup- · 
Sure, the 12th man. c.ouldn't stop Miami, a port. forcing non-UCF fans to pay entrance -
trlily superior team, from running all over · fees into athletic events won't convince most to 
Florida, but the fans' enthusiasm still made the · become Golden Knight fans, 
game very exciting. For a visiting team playing If the decision to implement the card-swipe 
at Gainesville, intestinal fortitude is quickly system is financially driven, how much money 
tested when surrounded by 85,000.ranting fans. does UCF expect to garner from non-UCF stu-
Very rarely, if ever, do UCF football games dents who will have to pay their way into ath-
draw even half as many fans as UF football · letic. events?" · 
games do - if UCF. implements a ·mandatory Moreover, has UCF considered how this 
student ID swipe at athletic events, in an effort 'might affect stadium vendors? Those underpaid 
l , to keep inactive students from attending for · workers must be ecstatic that the university 
free, attendance will dwindle even further. wants to tajm away a large ·chunk of their cus- · 
It's not like UCF has ~uch a strong follow- tomer base. · 
.irig that it can affordjo turn away tbe few fans UCF claims it wants to build pride and tra-
it has. · dition, yet its actions threaten to damage the 
~ a school where spirit barely exists, ~ little bit of Qolden Knight pride that actually 
where fans ·are a minority and even an aggres- exists. 
COUNTERPOINT 
Students 
can expect 
to have to 
have their 
student 
IDs 
" scanned 
.. to obtain 
admission 
for the 
home 
opener 
against 
Liberty on 
Sept.28. 
Real fan support is 
aboUt financial backing 
RE.NEE BEAUDETTE 
STAFF WRITER 
.As· UCF students, we complain. We complain 
about what SGA does or doesn't do with our 
money. We complain that our SGA president 
should resign. We complain that tuition is too 
high. Now some students are complaining that 
preventing n_on-UCF students from gaining free 
admission into athletiC events is also wrong. 
· Some feel that this will only decrease fan 
support leaving just the athlete's parents to cheer 
the teams on. · 
However, this move to eliminate the practice 
of non-UCF students from getting into games for 
free is beneficial to everyone involved. 
UCF athletics need money as badly as it 
needs prestige. The university needs money to 
fund athlete scholarships, advertising and mar-
keting. , 
When you let 30,000 people into the game 
free, UCF doesn't make money to fund these 
things. UCF football particularly needs revenue 
since the football program is a huge expenditure 
for the university's athletic program . . 
All UCF students pay the athletic fee that 
entitles us to get into.any home game for free, 
alongwith other, events. - · 
If a student from Valencia Community 
College wants to go to the game, they have every 
right to, bu,t they should also kick in the same 
dollar that UCF students do to attend. 
UCF cannot afford to let everyone who feels 
like attending a football game or who want~ to 
watch a baseball game in for free simply because 
the Knights need all the fans they can get. 
It's ridiculous to paint a p~cture of UCF as a 
school that so desperately needs to fill seats at 
,sporting events, that it's willing to let any warm 
body in to garner fan support. 
We all complain ab9ut ho~ much UCF 
wastes our money, and now that UCF is doing 
something to protect a privilege that we pay for, _ 
s0me still complain. 
People shouldn't get to mooch off the same 
events and services that UCF offers to students 
who do pay. It only serves to cheapen the privi-
· 1eges that you and I pay. for. 
want 
The Futu 
to come to vou? 
Subscriptions 
available beginning Spring 2003 
$48/semester 
If interested,. call 401.441.4555 
or e-mail 
~bscftPlions@U~re.CQDI 
Recent college grad? , 
-Not happy with vour current position? 
Get readv tor .vour next iob earch with· 
Central 
, \ Florida's 
\'"'·JI GUARANTEED-\ JOB SEARCH 
_,.. . 
2002 & 2003 EDITION 
• More than 1 000 leading companies 
• Access thousands of job listings· 
throughout the internet 
• Navigate aU federal, state ~nd local 
government websites 
• Network with professional. 
organizations 
• Learn how to obtain professional 
licenses & certifications 
• ~ 00 job search engines to search 
and post resumes - , , 
Entrv-level, Mid-Prore.ssional,-
Up To High/Pro Executive Positions 
Attorneys • Management • Administ~ation 
Accountants • Finance • Sales • Teachers 
Computer Programmers • IT Pros 
Networkers •Maintenance• Mechanics 
This is Your One-Stop :Car~er Shop! 
I will guarantee your satisfaction! 
Thereare: -
1 . More than a thousand companies ~ho 
are looking for people like yourself. 
2. Almost every City, County, Local 
& State Agency. 
3. Almost every Federal Agency. 
4. Well over a hundred Job Search Engines. 
5. Websi~es to help you throughout your life. 
Product Information: 
Option "A" Book version only $25 
Option "B" Book version & CD-ROM $30 
Ordering Information: 
Please fill in your info below & mail with check or money order. 
YourName=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
YourAddress: ~~~~~~~~~~~---....;.;.,..-
Larry S. Wagner (UCF'OO, B.S.B.A.) 
P .O~ Box 721484, Orlando, FL 32872-1484 
Allow 4-6 weeks for shipping. 
· Call for information: 407-797- l67 4 
or e-mail any questions to: Lwogner900@ool.com 
I) 
Welcome to the MAC 
KrusTY SHONKA I CFF 
Asante Samuel had an interception in th~ fourth quarter Friday night to go along with tWo tackles he also had in the game. 
KruSTY SHONKA I CFF 
Byron Leftwich (second from left) threw for 340 yards Friday, breaking his streak 
of four consecutive 400-yard games. · 
Marshall hands UCF· its · 
first conference loss 
KRiSTY SHONKA 
STAFF WRITER 
HUNTINGTON, W Va.- Close but no cigar is a recur-
ring· theme for the UCF, football team. 
After losing by three points to open the season at 
P~nn State, the Golden Knights fell Friday to Marshall 26-
21 in their first-ever Mid-American Conference game. UCF 
pulled to within five points with 13:22 left in the game, but 
failed to find the end zone in its final four possessions. 
The Knights' last chance at a comeback came with 
just over 2 minutes left in the game. Cornerback Asante 
Samuel picked off Marshall quarterback Byron Leftwich 
on the UCF 47-yard line. The Knights failed to convert on 
third-and-three, and on fourth down Ryan Schneider was 
picked off by the Herd's Terence Tarpley. It was the sec-
ond consecutive drive that ended with a Schneider pick. 
The UCF defense did all it could at the end, holding 
Marshall scoreless for the final 23 minutes of the game.-
"When crunch time comes, that's our job," strong 
safety Atari Bigby said. 
The defense held Leftwich, a Reisman Trophy candJ-
date, to less than 400 pas~ing yards, breaking his streak 
_ of four consecutive games with 400-plus yards. The · 
. I 
MAC STANDINGS . 
East Division 
Conference Non-cont. 
Team w L w L 
Marshall 1 .o 2 1 
Kent State 0 1 2 2 
Miami . 1 . 0 - ·2 2 ~ . 
Buffalo 0 0- 1 3 
Akron .~ O· :....: ~ .1 0 ·3 . 
UCF 0 0 0 2 
Ohio 0 'i-" 0 0 ' 3 
West Division 
Confe_rence Non-cont. 
Team t~ ·w L w· L 
BQwling Green 0 - 0 3 0 
Toledo - , 1 0 2 ~ 1 
Centraf Mkhigan 1 0 3 0 
WesterirMichigan · · · o 0 1 ' - :·· 2 
Northern Illinois 0 0 1 . 3 
Eastern. Michigan 0 1 1 ·3 
Ball State 0 0 1 .. 1 
defense also picked him off twice and sacked him once. 
"Our defense bent, but didn't break," UCF Coach Mike 
Kruczek said. 
UCF's first drive _started on its own 47, after an 18-
yard punt return by Samuel. The. Knights drove to 
Marshall's 36, but a muffed handoff between Schneider 
PLEASE SEE Running oN 17 
NOTEB K 
_Volleyball 
dropstwo 
• .. c - ·~ -
close ones · 
· KRISTY SHONKA -
STAFF WRITER 
The UCF volleyball team went to 
five games in all three of its matches 
this weekend, beating Lib~rty on 
Friday, but losing to Rice and Georgia 
on Saturday at the Outback 
Invitational~ 
The Golden Knights played tourna-
ment host Georgia in their final game 
Saturday, falling25-30, -25-30, 31-29, 30-
26, 9-15. UCF was going for its. second 
win over an SEC team in a week after 
the Knights beat Ole !'fiss on. Sept. 21. 
Junior setter Jenny Frank record-
ed her second triple-double of the day in 
the game with 15 kills, 52 assists and 10 
digs. Junior · outside hitter Leyre 
Santaella Sante and freshman right 
side Emily Watts both recorded doubl&-
doubles in the loss. Sante nad 16 kills 
and 16 digs and Watts had 15 kills and 
a career-higi;l 19 digs. 
Frank landed her first triple-dou-
ble of the day against Rice, but it wasn't 
enough,_¥ the Knights fell 23-30, ·30-21, Cit 
30-32, 20-17, 13-15. Frank finished with 
14 kills, 54 assists and 16 digs. 
Sante had 26 kills and 12 digs in_ 
the match, while Watts also had a dou-
ble-double with 17 kills and 14 digs: 
The Golden Knights' only win of 
the weekend came in a five-game deci-
sion over Liberty on Friday. Sante led. 
UCF with 25 kills as the Knights won . 
26-30, 30-28, 28-30, 30-28, 15-8. 
She also had a career-best 20. digs 
and ·Frank had 64 assists an~ 16 digs in 
the win. Freshman Chaz Arah knocked 
a career-high 12 kills along with three 
kills. 0 
Frank has stellar weekend 
The setter had two . triple-c:t.oubles 
and a double-double in three games last 
weekend earning her a .spot on the all-
tournament team. 
PLEASE SEE 4 Knights oN 19 
_JOE KALEITA I CFF 
Junior Kristen Dell set a career high with 14 kills 
Saturday night against'Rice. 
• 
j 
1 
• _) 
'! 
, 
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Ru11ning game _gets going against Hef d 
FROM PAGE 16 
and Haynes .gave the ball back 
to the Herd. 
Carlos Thompson picked 
off Leftwich in the end zone- on 
the ensuing drive, .giving the. 
-Knights a touchb~ck. 
The Knights used the 
. momentum from the turnover to 
get on the board first with a 65-
. yard _  touchdown - pass _ from 
Schneider · to Tavaris Capers. 
' Three consecutive rushes by 
tailback Alex Haynes, a rare 
occurr'ence in UCF's pass-ori-
ented offens~, set up the long 
pass. - " ·· 
The Herd answered back 
with 10 points of its o:WU before 
Haynes broke loose for -a 58-
yard touchdown run, the -
longest of his career. That put-
UCF up 14-10-,~-_but Marshall 
scored · 10 more unanswered 
. points and took a 20-14 half- .· 
tinie lead. · 
UCF failed to score in the 
thir,d quarter for the third 
straight game. Marshall scored . 
a touchdown with 8:06 left in 
the · periocj, but the tWo-point 
. conversion attempt failed, put-· 
ting ·the Herd up 26-14. The 
Knights have been outsco.,reQ_ 
45-0 in the third quarter this 
season. 
' KRISTY SHO~KA I CFF 
It wasn't all bad fqr the 
Knights, though, - as they 
. Quarterback Ryan Schneider hands the ball off to receiver Doug Gabriel, who gained nine yards oil the play. Gabriel also caught three passes for 52 yards during Friday's game. 
showed a national television our football team," punter Ryan 
audience they could play with Flinn said. "How good we are 
the premier team of the MAC. . _and how good we .can be: We 
"It shows a lot about us and just need to just pull it all 
- ' 
Election Info: 
together as a team." 
Kruczek said UCF is learn-
ing how_ to · exist in a confer-
ence. 
_Peti~ion Pick up: Sept. 2 .- 9 -(9am - Spm) 
. SGA Office, SU_ 214 ·. 
· · -Declara~iori . of Ca.ndidacy: _ 
Sept.-9 - 1 ·1 (9a_m - Spm_) 
·Active Campaigning ·begins: Sept. 1 ~ 
Can_di_date F~rum: Sept. 26 
(2pm -- 3:30p~) in front ~f Pegasus Ball Roos:n 
-
Primary Elections: .Sept. 30 Oc~. 2 (Seim - 5pm) 
Run Off Electio~s: Oct~ 7 ·- 9 ·(Sam - ~pni) 
"This is a work in progress - Haynes rushed for 131 yards, 
for us," he-added. his longest total of the year. He 
One bright spot for the averaged five yards a carry. 
Knights was the running game. 
> . 
1s· Sports. 
The·tailback ran for a 
s_eas~n hig~ 137 yards, . 
· in.duding a career-best,.- .· 
58-yard touchd9w.~ '" 
run. He. also taug.ht a 
19-yard ioucl1down' · 
pass frQm Schneider. -,. '· "" 
- ·, I 
ATARI BIGBY . 
The strorig safety_ had 
seven solo tackles and . 
two assists in less than 
two' quarters-of p'lay .. '' 
He. left the game wit.h _ 
·a 'high ·a~kle sprain 
toward the e~d of the 
second quarter._-. · 
Inside the numbers 
The numb~r .c)f rushing yards. , 
Al~x Ha~es totaled. 
'_ 46.9 
Ryan Flinn's puntin,-g average. 
58-
. ·- The· distance_ of Haynes' toucMown · · 
· run,. th~ longest of his car~er . 
.. 65 _ 
-_The ¢.stance of Ta vans Capers' 
. - first-quarter touchdown receptjon . 
. ·. 340 ~-- : 
The num~er of passing aids the UCF 
. defense held Marshall quarterback. Byron 
Leftwich_fo, ihe frrsuime w fiv~ g~es -· 
.he did not pass for over ~00. yards. 
-- 2-· 
Tb,e number of times the UCF 
defense picked off Leftwich, the-.frrst . 
, interceptio_iis Jhe defense .recorded , 
this season.' 
- ' ,.,· 
- '"f - :~. - lr -
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~'So m'any.times we'_ve had to · 
. start off a;~~inst so· manyjug-· : 
· gernauts. · .. · .. · · 
-QUARTERBACKS COACH JAMIE'BARRESI · 
I - - • • 
"Our defense · 
bent but did-· 
· ri't break." " 
:- -UCFCOACH MIKE. "· 
KRUCtEK-
~'I knew they'd.' · 
play inspired 
· after wliat · 
. liappened last ~ 
· · wee}{." . . -
. ~ -KRUCZEK - . 
- •."( ... :--""'. 
"He'.s a hwnan b~µig.'1 _ . 
• 
-ATARI BIGBY ON BYRON LEFTWICH ~ ' 
. ·- . 
"It's' nic~ to-.be-comi~g~horne.1:. 
- ." · - .. : -KRUCZEK 
''I'd like t~ ~ePkiy td~ /hme." 
. .. - ~ -8YAN FLINN - ...: ~ ~ 
"He's a pretty talenteq gily.~' - - ~ 
.. - . -~. -KRUCZEK ON LEFTWICH ' 
- - -
"This coming up short-·stuff · . ~ 
has got to go." · · · - _ - · "- · .... 
. -FLINN 
... - .... ~ 
"He's a no brain er .. " -. 
- -KRUCZEK 'oN. LERWfCH'S (HANUS 
. ON PLAYING IN THE NFL 
. . 
>- _.MAC"FOOTBA(l· . 
-- -SCOREBOARD · 
• 
. -, 
.  
,, 
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· ;lJCli wins jn a 
,..._ . • . ..... ~ . -
- .~ . .- -
. ·,1nght of firsts 
-~ 
. ., 
l 
l 
' . 
TOM ALE:x;ANDER 
STAFF WRJTER 
The UCF men's soccer 
· team blanked the University 
of California-Riverside 1-0 
Friday night in Las Vegas in 
-the first round of the UNLV-
Fila Classic. 
Freshman · Austin 
Gunning scored his first col-
legiate goal for . the game-
winner. Gunning took a 
rebound off the crossbar at 
44:02 and shot it past oppos-
ing goalkeep·er Alex Keough, 
. who had four_ saves on the 
night. · '· · 
UCF goalkeeper Ryan 
Mcintosh recorded three 
saves in the game, the first 
· shutout -of his collegiate 
career. It was the first time 
UCF.and UC-Riverside faced 
each other, and the first full . 
game the Golden . Knights 
had played in two weeks 
after their home ,opener was 
rescheduled due to ·light-
ning. 
· The Golden Knights 
improved their record to 2..:2-
1 on · the year ancf the 
Highlanders fell to 2-3-2. · 
UCF returns ho:Ql.e 
. 1'hursday when the Knights . 
will face conference ·tival 
Stetson at 7 p.m. It will mark 
the 31st time th.e two -scnools 
have met in men's soccer. 
The Golden Knight~ 
lead the . all-time series 
against the Hatters 'by a 
large margin. The Golden 
Knights are 21-8-1 all time 
verses Stetson. UCF faces a 
tough challenge in their first 
conference .match, as 
Stetson tied for first in the 
Atlantic Sun last season. 
The Hatters also return 
the deadly Ian Zarac, who 
scored 11 goals and had 3 
assists la~t year .. Stetsqn is 
2-5 on the year so -far and 1-
0 in the A-Sun. This is the -
first conference game for the 
Knights. · 
COURTFSY UCF SPORTS INFORMATION DEPARTMENF 
Ornulf Olsen has a goal on seven shots for the Golden K'nights, who open up their 
conference schedule with a home game against Stetson on'Thursday night. 
Oviedo Bowling Center ™9 
376. E Broadway St. ~ 
Oviedo, FL 32165 
,,.,, 
·. Ml'•• tlln low/ 
TwdlJ #/flll l ,/11111111 /IM 
' #1.311-611111 
Red Storm Paintball 
no Holds Barred Tournament · 
100+ People . ~ 5-7 hrs. 
S45-S65 entry fee._ 
[depending on· total# of participants) 
-includes fREE Equipment, 
FREE Paint~ · fRf.E -.Buffet 
Please call Zac at (407) 325-0535 
or email .zlla"ruey@reds~ormpa·intball.com 
Sports• 19 
. µ~F ie~~~-s t~e ~tlantic S~n in a.s~~' with ~4.16 per .ga~~ andti.11s, with 15.69 and is secq~djq dig~ viith 16.07. 
: 4 Kriigbts· se( car~ef Wghs 
FROM PAGE~{] 
I t ~.> 
She has four career triple-
doubles and three ' this season. 
She averaged 11kills,56.7 assists 
and-14 digs .fo~ the weekend. 
Career weekend 
Four Golden Knights set 
career high~· .fu. the three _games 
. . last weekeh.d. Against LiJ:?erty, 
Sante recbrded 2ff cngs, Arah had 
12 kills ~d Dell-had 1-1 kills, all 
. ""' .. ~: - ·- '. 
; ~~ - ii> 
personal · best_s. One game tater in hitting percentage (.351) and 
Dell _improved her career best to .... assists (11.69) and is fourth in 
14 kills· against Rice. _.Watts · digs with 2.9. Sante ,tops the A-
knocked a career-high 17- kills _, Sun in kills with 4.89 and service 
against Rice and recorded .19 digs aces with 0.37. She is sixth in digs 
against Georgia. · with 2. 75. 
· Junior Lindsey Whalen leads 
"'Statistical leaders the conference jn digs with 3.65. 
UCF leads the Atlantic Sun Sophomore middle blocker · 
Conference in a.Ssists with 14.16 Amanda Stoutjesdyk is second in 
and kills with.15.69. The Knights the league in blocks with 0. 93 
are second in the league in digs and service aces with 0.36. Watts 
with 16:07. is third in the A-Sun in hitting 
Frank leads the oonference percentage (.272) . 
I llVB A 
It 
ABOUT 
UCF 
If.# 
'THEN PROVE IT! 
Bring a sh.irt from another college or university 
next·Wednesday Sept. 25th at ·the Student Union 
· · · . from. J 1 am - 1 pm and exchange it ,. . ~ -
/ . . fb.r'. a brand new UCF shirt! ,_'; ... :·-~ ,: : . ,_ _ 
~{All shirts will be donated to Goodiiill · 1·n~ustrie~} -.{ 
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King :scores twice in UCF win 
CHARYi MAGDAONG 
STAFF WRITER 
The UCF women's soccer 
team improved its record to 6-1 · 
with .a · 3-2 win over Colorado 
College in Colorado Springs on 
Friday. 
Senior Amanda King scored 
two goals against the Tigers. 
Her first goal opened the scoring · 
at the 28:03 mark, but CC struck 
back five minut~s later. CC's 
Cortney Kitchen put the ball 
past Golden Knights' g-0alie 
Jessica Kuhlman on assists from 
Courtney Michel and Sarah 
Chadwick. 
With ~bout 10 minutes to go 
in the first half, freshman 
Jennifer Montgomery, who 
assisted on King's first tally, net-
ted a goal to give UCF a 2-1 
~dvantage. Montgomery leads 
the team with five goals and four 
assists, for 14 points for the sea" 
son. 
In the second half, King 
scored her second goal and 
eventual game-winner off an 
assist from Allison Blagriff. The 
Tigers made the game interest-
ing, scoring wi~h under six min-
utes left in the match. CC's 
record drops to 24. 
The Golden Knights play 
their second Atlantic Sun game 
of the season Thursday when 
they travel to -Georgia State. 
They beat . conference-rival 
Florida Atlantic 2-0 back on 
Sept. 8. 
JOE KALEITA I CFF 
~maflda King (above, left) had two goals Frid~y in UCF's 3-2 win over Colorado College. · 
Jennifer M()ntgomery (24) added a goal and an assist. 
This Week 
Women's Soccer 
Thursday vs GSU 
4 p.m. at Georgia Stat_e 
Men's Soccer 
-Thursday vs Stetson _ 
7 p.m., UCF Arena Field 
. Lt>cal and Long Distance Telephone Service J>_rovider 
.. Part Time.Hours: ~' 
Mid.lllitt 12•B::IBPM • ~llilllt: 3~1f:BBPM. · # 
} ... ::. ~ . ' ~ .~: 
ND EXPE RI.ENCE NECESSARY· 
lull Time Benlllits: 
Holidays, Personal Bays 
. Campany Matcllin114D1K 
Business casual attire · Paid Vacation 
Right around ·the 
corner from UCf 
. ( 
121Dt Science Dr. • 
• 
• 
" 
• 
(, 
\ ' 
' •I 
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Defense contains LeftWich 
FROM PAGE 18 
Third down streak ends 
After }ailing to convert a 
. single third down for the first 
tirrie bl school history against 
Arizona . State, UCF missed 
their first three conversions 
against Marshall. That extend-
ed their streak of futility to 14. 
But on their next attempt 
· they ended the streak in a big 
way. On third:..and-one . 
Schneider handed off to Alex 
Haynes, who broke several 
tackles and used a stiff arni to 
get a 58-yard touchdown .. 
Still, UCF was hardly suc-
cessfuLon third down conver-
sions · for the . game. The 
Knights went 4-for-13 and are 
Watkins starts 
As ex:pected, offensive 
lineman Kyle Watkins -. made 
his first start of the season 
and . his Dlvi$ion I-A career . 
With right · guard Taylor 
Robertson out with an injury, 
right tackle Garret McCray 
slid over and Watkiris' ·took 
over at tackle. 
The 6-foot-8 Watkins 
transferred to UCF from Tyler · 
Community College in Texas 
tills spring, but fell behind in 
the offensive line rotation 
when he missed several two-a-
days with an injury., . 
Miller plays tig~t end 
Quarterback Brian Miller 
spent most of the spring and 
.- · 15-for-43 on the season. _ . summer learning how to play 
the tight end. After backing :up 
Schneider last year, he decid-
ed to switch position in an 
effort to get more playing time. 
But ari injury to backup quar-
terback Brandon Sumner 
forced Miller back into his old 
· ) 
UCF has first attempts 
on fourth 4own · 
The Golden Knights had 
· their · first fourth down 
·attempts of the season, going 
one-for-two against Marshall. 
In the first quarter they 
used a quarterback sneak by 
Schneider to convert a fourth-
and-inches. The second 
attempt came in the ·fourth 
quarter on UCF's last offen-
sive play of the game. On that 
fourth-and-three, Schneider 
tried to hit Jifnmy Fryzel 
downfield but was picked off 
by Terence Tarpley on a 
deflection: 
Flinn kicks-career high 
· role. 
With Sumner back, Miller 
'faS finally able to debut r af 
tight end against Marshall. He 
did not have a catch. 
Defense holds Leftwich down · 
Ryan Flinn recorded the 
longest punt on his career 
against Mar~hall. Kicking 
' from the UCF 39 in the third 
quarter, he punted the ball 61 
yards to the endzone for a 
) touchback. His previous high 
. The defense was certainly 
impressive in holding Marshall 
to just 26 points. In addition to 
forcing the Thundering Herd 
to punt four .straight times in 
the third and fourth quarter, 
the defense also kept Leftwich 
in check. 
The Reisman candidate 
did have 340 passing yards, 
but it ended his string of five 
straight 400-yard games. Most 
- of those yards came on under-
neath routes, as the Golden 
Knights played a soft zone 
designed to guard against long 
plays. 
was 50 set two weeks ago 
against Arizona State. 
Overall he had his best 
collegiate game, puntin,g seven 
times for an average of 46.9 
yards. 
Injury report 
Linebacker Chris Pilinko, 
tight end Michael Gaines and 
Prater gets day off safety Atari Bigby all suffered 
For the first time this sea- . sprained ankles during the . 
game. Pilinko and Gaines both 
son UCF freshman place-kick- returned soon after, but Bigby 
er Matt Prater did .not-attempt never returned. 
a field goat He was -relegated Schneider played the 
to extra-point attempts and entire game WI_ "th a flak 1·acket kick offs. He had been the 
after bruising his ribs against 
inost consistent scorer for the Arizona State. The ribs might 
Knights, who had just three have been a factor on two 
touchdowns through the first weak thr.ows in the fourth 
two games. He is 5-for-6 on quarter .that resulted in inter-
field-goal attempts this sea- ceptions. 
~on. 
·Linebacker 
Chris 
Pilinko 
walks off 
the field 
after 
suffering a 
sprained 
· ankle in 
the second 
quarter of 
Friday 
night's 
game. 
Join Us for Happy Hour 
4~ 7 p·m & 10 pm-Close 
1/2 Price $ I Off Appetizers 
Mixed-Drinks 
Jefferson.A. 
LOFWS· 
student apartments 
Home is 
where you_r 
FRIENDS are. 
Individual leases 
Free 
washer/dryer 
Free int~rnet access 
Covered basketball pavillion 
Free Cable with HBO; MTV & ESPN 
~agoon style pool plaza with 
Jacurii 
Fully furnished apartment 
homes ~ 
Fitness center with free weights 
( 
Amenities subject to change. 
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... ~s much news, sports & entertainment 
University of Central .Florida 
. Thirty~Fourth Student Body Senate 
Constitutional Amendment 34-03 
Introduced by: UR Chair Falkowifz • Sponsored By: UR· 
Committee (DPT Soroka, Senators: Schiller, Bryon, Hsu, Bolesteri, 
and Van Voorhees) • Contod: Choir Falkowilz 
Committee Adion: Passed • Second Reading: August 22, 
2002 • Third Reading: September 5, 2002 
Vote:· 22 for/ 0 ogoinst/ 0 abstain · 
(Constitutional Amendment Regarding Subpoena Power) 
Whereas, the Student Senate is provided the ability to issue . 
subpoenas by a majority vole of the entire body or by 
majority vote of a committee. 
Whereas,· this procedure is unlawful ond may caps_p the 
Sen~te of the University of Central Florido lo encounter legal 
actions against itself. 
Whereas, the Senate hos the rightful ability lo use its power 
of Special Acts in order to bring action upon individuals or 
groups responsible lo Stud~nt Government. 
Therefore be ii amended by the 34th Student Senate thot the 
Constihition of the Student Body of the University of Central Florido 
be amended to read os follows: 
THE CONSTITUTION OF THE STUDENT BODY OF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
We, th~ Students of the University of Central Aorido, in 
order that we may mointoin the Benefits of Constitutional 
Liberty ond may Creole o Representative Association through 
which the Individual Student con Participate Actively in this 
university and which ·Promotes Cooperation among the 
Student Body, Faculty ond Administration, Do hereby Ordain 
and Establish this Constitution of the Student Body of the 
Universifl( of Central Aorido. 
Article I: The Student Body 
Section 1: Nome 
. The nome of this orgonizotion shall be the Student Body of the 
University of Central Florido. The governmental agency of this 
organization shall be the University of Central Rorido Student 
Government, hereinafter referred to as Student Government. 
Seqion 2: Jurisdiction 
All students by virtue of .their registration ·in the University of Central 
Florido shall be members of the Student Body ond shall be subject 
lo this Constitution. 
- Section 3: · Franchise 
All students enrolled at the University of Central Florido shall be 
entitled to vote in the special ond general elections of the Student 
Body. . 
Section 4: - Referendum Bections 
The Student Body has the right to coll for a referef!dum election, 
Body Vice President. 
C.. A Senate President Pro Tempore elected from the Senate. 
D. A number of officers elected or appointed OS stated in the 
Senate Rules ond Procedures. 
Section 3: Senote Session 
The Senote session shall begin and end ofter eoch Foll semester 
~lection. -
Section 4: Apportionment ond Election 
of the Student Senate 
The Senate sholl be apportioned as established by statute. The 
Senate shall be elected by majority vole. 
Section 5: Powers, Duties ond Limitations 
The Student Senate shall: 
A. Enact; by majority vole, constifulionol bylaws lo be known 
us Student Body Statutes, with the exception of bylaws 
concerning elections, which shall require o two-thirds . 
(2/3) vole of the Senole. 
B. Propose and oct on Constilulionol Amendments. 
C. Provide for !he compilation ond publication of legislation. 
D. Advise ond consent, by o two-thirds (2/3) vote, 
appointments mode by the Student Body President. 
E. lmpeoch Student Body officers, both elected and 
appointed, according to procedures described in Statute. 
F. Approve ond allocate the fiscol budget of Student 
Government, os provided by statute. · 
G. Allocate oll student funds, os provided by statute. 
H. Establish ifs own meeting times, rules and procedures. 
I. Establish means through which the Student Body con 
actively porticipole in the formulation of policies offeding 
the students of the University of Central Aorido. 
J. Override o veto by the Student Body PreSidenl by o 
twO..thirds (2/3) vole of the Senate. 
K. Override a vela by !he chief Student Affairs officer by 
two-thirds (2/3) vote and refer the legislation to the 
President of the University for ultimate review. 
L Enact, by a majority vole, special acts requiring oction by 
in~viduols or groups responsible lo Student Government. 
· M. Issue Notice!sl of opoeoronce SlllipeeRas by o majority 
vole of the Senate or by majority vole of o Senate 
Committee. 
· N. Assemble in open meetings at fiequenl intervals for the 
deliberation of legislation ond the business of the Student 
Body. 
Article Ill: The Executive 
Section 1 : Executive Authority 
All executive powers ond those powers not specificol~ granted here-
in to other brunches of Student Government shall be vested in tbe· 
Student Body President, assisted by the Student Body Vice President, 
ond such other odministrotive officers ·os the President shall appoint 
to effective~ carry out the business of Student Government. 
provided that o petition signed by at least ten percent ( 10%) of the ... Section 2: Election of Executive Officers 
Student Body is submitted as specified by statute. The fresidenl and Vice President shall be elected according to 
Sedion 5: Definitions 
The current edition of Block's Low Dictionary, unless otherwise stated 
in the Constitution, Statutes of the Student Body or Senate Rule5 ond 
Procedures, shall be used in understanding the terms contained 
· within the Student Government Association, Statutes ond Senate 
Rules and Procedures. 
( 
Article II: The Legislature . 
Section 1 : Legislative Authority 
The legislative authority of the Student Body shall be vested in the 
Student Senate, hereinafter referred lo os the Senate. 
Section 2: Composition 
The Senate shall be composed ot, 
A. A number of students who shall be known as Senators. 
B. A Senate President who shall be the Student 
statute, by o majority vole of the Student Body, and shall serve o 
one·yeor term of office following each eleCtton. · 
Section 3: Duties and Powers of the President 
The President shall: 
A. Administer ond enforce all lows-of the Student Bodi. 
B. Appoint administrative and executive officers, 
with concurrence of the Senate. 
C. Appoint qualified students lo voconl Student Government 
offices, with concurrence of !he Senate. 
D. Sign or veto all measures passed by the Senate within 
ten (10) school doys of passage from the Senate. No 
octioo by the Student Body President in ten ( 10) school 
days shall constitute opprovol of the measure by"the 
Student Body President. The chief Student Affoirs officer· 
shall hove three (3) weeks lo veto or sign the measures 
in question. No action i_n three weeks shall constitute 
approyol of the measure by the chief Student Affoirs 
officer. 
E. Coll and preside over meetings of the Student Body and 
stud~nl assemblies when appropriate. 
F. Address the Senate ot leost once -each ocodemic term and 
on other occosions, upon the invitation of the Senate. 
. G. Initiate budget proceedings for the fiscal year and provide 
for the effective expenditure of student funds. 
H. Call for o referendum of the Student Body when · . 
appropriate, subject lo concurrence of a two-thirds (2/3) 
vote of the Senate. 
I. Remove, ot the President's discretion, ony appointed 
officer, with the exception of appointments mode to 
vacant elected offices ond Justices appointed lo the 
Judicial Council. 
J. Grant, withhold or withdraw registration of any 
orgonizotion under the jurisdiction of the Student Body. 
Section 4: Duties of the Vice President 
A. The Vice President shall assume the powers of the 
President upon the President's request or removal. 
B. The Vice President shall pres"ide over the Senate os its 
President and shall be able to break a-lie vole.of the 
Senate. 
Section 5: Order of Succession 
A. In the event that the President resigns ot is unable to 
perform the powe~ ond duties of office, the Vice 
President shall become the President. 
B. In the event tho! the Vice President is unable lo fulfill the 
d~es of office, the Senate President Pro Tempore shall 
become Vice President. 
Section 6: Additional Elected Executive Branch Officers 
There shall be on elected Vke President for the Executive Branch 
who shall be responsible for the Executive Branch functions os deter-
mined by the Stydenl Body President. •This Vice ·President shall in no 
way serve in the capacity of the standing Vice President who pre-
sides over the Student Senate. 
Article IV: The Judiciary 
Section 1: Judicial Power 
The judicial power of the Student Body shall be vested in o Judicial 
Council and such other judicial boards as the Senate may from time 
to lime deem. appropriate lo establish. 
Section 2: Purpose 
It is ordained that the student judiciary protect the rights of the 
Student Body by insuring the rights of the individual o~d through 
the interpretation of the Constitution. · 
Section 3: Judicial Authority 
The judicial authority of the Student Body shall include: 
A. The protection of student rights. · 
B. Judicial Review, the power to examine legislative ond 
· executive octs. Acts brought to the attention of the 
council may be declared-to be unco~stifutional by . 
inojority concurrence. 
C. The hearing of coses involving student disputes or 
violation of University reguliitions, the Constitution of the 
Student Body of the University of Central Florido, Student 
Body Statutes and acts. 
D. The provision of appellate procedures, as defined 
by stotute. 
. Section 4: Administroliori: Practice and Procedure 
A: The· Chief Justice of the Judicial Council shall ~erve, os the 
chief administrative officer of the judiciary and shall be 
vested with, and shalt exercise in accordance with rules 
adopted by the court the authori)y to: 
1. Assign duties among the Justices of the .Council. 
· 2. Supervise the administration of the Council and 
certain judicial boards, os established by judicial 
policy. -
3. Conduct ond pre~ide over Council proceedings. 
4. Rule on procedural questions that arise during the 
course of the judicial proceedings. 
5. Rule on the pertinence of evidence presented before 
Solutions 
- the Counpl, os established in The Golden Rule: A 
Handbook for Students. 
6. Report, oral~ and in wriliflg, lo the accused, the 
recommendation of the Judicial Council. 
7. Be responsible for administering the "Oath of 
Office" lo oil Student Body officers: 
8. Inform the Senate of the condition of the judiciary · 
and recommend measures for the improvement of 
the administration of Justices. 
9. Report to the Senate such defects in the laws os 
may hove been brought to the attention of the 
Council ond suggest such amendments or additional 
legislation, which is deemed necl!'isory. 
B._ lhe Judicial Council shall establish ifs own meeting tim.es, 
rules ond procedures. All rules ond procedures of the 
council ore subject to approval by the Chief Student 
Affairs Officer. 
C. The Council shall conduct closed hearings on matters . 
concerning individual yiolations of University regulations, 
which may require disciplinary recammendation5. The 
Council may conduct open hearings for all other cos~. . 
Section 5: " . Composition of the Judicial Council 
A. The Judicial Council shall be composed of Twelve (12) · · 
Justices and two (2) Ahernote Justices appointed on 
staggered presidential terms. 
B. Justice terms shall be two years in length. 
C. Six (6) Justices ond one (1) Alternate Justice shall be 
appointed each year. If o voconc'{ occurs, the president 
may appoint a replacement for the remainder 
of the term. 
D. A Chief Justice shall be appointed yearly from within the 
Council by the president, the term of office shall be 
concurrent with that of the president who mode the 
appointment. 
E. Other officers that the Council deem necessary shall be 
chosen occording lo Judicial Procedures. · 
Section 6: Procedures of the Council 
A. Quorum for .o Judicial Hearing or official meeting of the 
Judicial Council shall consist of a minimum of four Justices 
ond the Chief Justice for o student hearing. Quorum for 
Student Government hearings shall be set at fifty percent 
(50%) ~us one (1) of the current membership. 
B. In the absence of the Ch-ief Justice, on' interim Chief 
Justice shall be designated according to Judicial 
Procedures. 
C. The Judicial Procedures shall provide for the r_emovol of 
members of the Council from office for absences. 
Article V: Amending Process 
Section 1: . Proposal of Amendments 
A. An amendment to this Constitution may be proposed by: 
1. A vole of two-thirds (2/3) of the Senate, or · 
2. A written petition, presented lo the Chief Election 
Commissioner, bearing the signatures of a minimum 
of ten percent (10%) of the Student Body enrolled 
. in the Foll term of the year. · 
B. The proposed amendment shall be published in the major 
student publication ond otherwise mode available lo 1h·e 
Stu·denl Body for two (2) consecutive weeks prior I~ the 
vote by the Student Body. The· vote on the proposed 
Constitutional Amendment(s) shall be ~eld during the next 
regular Student Government election. 
Section 2: Ratification 
The proposed amendment shall become port of the Constitution upon: 
A. Ratification by o majority of the voles cast in on election 
open to the Student Body, and 
y B. The Chief Student Affairs Officer shall have thirty calendar 
days from the ~ate the results are post~ to sign or vet~ 
the constitutional amendment. If no action is token in 
thirty doys, the amendment shall be considered oJiproved. 
Be it further enacted; 
- Thot all subsections be renumbered 
You can see t~e constitutional amendments on the SGA web s.ite at www.sga.ucf.edu 
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-Basketball battles end historic first week of Intramurals 
JULIE REEVES 
CONTRJBUTING WRITER 
and Wellness Center was complet-
ed, as some familiar teams looked 
to pick up where they left off last 
season. The season kicked off 
Wednesday night as defenWilg 
men's champion Triple Threat 
blew by the.Wed. Explosion, 43-23. 
Trevor. Anderson led the 
Threat with 14 points and Mike · 
Colin disheci out seven assists in 
tke victory: Loaded Guns look to be 
their early competition, . as they 
shot by the Wrfferballs, 68:-30. 
In women's league action, 
Sistas with Game ,_destroyed the 
Terminators 35-9, and look to add 
a five-on-five championship to the 
three-on-three basketball champi-
onship they won last spring. Also 
in women's action, the Pelicans 
beat the Ducks 26-10 in a g'am.e 
On Thursday night, defencling 
five-on-five women's. champion 
Alpha Delta Pi got off to a .fast start· 
with some fresh faces by defeating 
Alpha Xi Delta 16-12 in an o(fen-
sive struggle. Kappa Alpha Theta 
looks to be the surprise team.of the . 
year after they upset ZTA. 
over the Latin Ballers 95-45. The 
Bus Drivers took Parkw,ay to 
school with a 77-28 drubbing and 
the Federalis shut down In Your 
Eye 54-28. 
IM Sports Corner 
.. prelidby 
HlluM 
RISTORANTE & PIZZERIA 
407-282-4000 •Across from UCF 
Open flam-4am 
( llam-2;un Sun-Wed) 
FREE DEilVERY! 
The first ·week of fall basket-
ball ~tion ever in the Recreation 
r 
Introduced by: UR Choir Folkowitz • Sponsored By: UR Committee 
(DPT Soroka, Senotors: Schiller, Bryon, Hsu, Balesteri, and Van Voorhees) 
• Contact: Choir Folkowitz 
Conimittee A~ Passed • Se<cincl Reactmg: August 22, 2002 • 
Third Reacting: September 5, 2002· 
Vote: 24 for/ 0 ogoinst/ 2 abstain 
(Restructuring of Executive and legislative Branches) 
Whereas, there is o .need to redefine the slruclure of our Stu de~ 
Government in order to focilttote on environment thot represents o 
true distinction between the Executive ond Legislotive brunches. 
Whereas, under the current system,'the Executive brunch often 
over steps its authority ond becomes imposing upon the 
Legisloture. 
Therefore be ii amended by the 34th Student Senate thot the Constitution 
of the Student Body of the University of Cenlrol Rorida be amended to 
read OS follows: 
THHONSTITUTION OF THE STUDENT BODY OF 
THE UNIVERSllY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
We, the Students of the University of Central Rorido, in order thot we moy 
maintain the B_enefits of Constitutional Liberty ond moy _Creote a 
Representotive Associolian through vdiich the Individual Student con 
Porticipale Actively in this university ond which Promotes Cooperation 
omong the Student Body, Faculty ond Administration, Do hereby Ordain 
and Estob&sh this Constitution of the Student Body of the Universily of 
Centi al Rorido. 
Artide I: The Student Body 
Sedion I : Nome 
The name of this orgonizolian sholl be the Student Body of the University 
of Centro! Rorido. The governmental ogenr:y of this orgonizotion sholl be 
the Universily ofCentral Aorido Student Government, hereinafter referred 
to os Student Governme~I. 
Sedion 2: Jurisdiction 
All studenls by ~rtue of -their registration in the Universify of Central 
Flcirido shol be mem~ of the Student Body ond sholl be sulijed to this 
Constitution. · -~ 
Section 3: · Fronthise 
All students enrolled of the Universily of (enlrol Aorido shall be-entitled to 
vote in the special ond generohlections of the Student Body7 
· Section 4: Referendum Elections 
The S1udent Body has the right lo call for o referendum election, provided 
thot a petition signed by ot least ten percent (10%) of the Student Body is. 
submitted OS specified-by sfotule. 
Section 5: Definitions 
The current ed'lfion of Block's Low Dictionary, unless otherwise stated in the 
Constitution, Stotutes of the Student Body or Senate Rules ond Procedures, 
'shal be used in undernonding the terms contained within the Student 
. Government Association, Stotutes ond Senate Rules ond Procedures. 
,Artide II: The Legisloture 
Sedion l : Legislative Authority 
The legislative authority of the Student Body shall be vested in the Student 
Senote, hereinafter referred to os the Senate. 
Sedion 'l: Composition 
The Senate sholl be composed of, 
A. A number of students who sholl be known os Senators. 
B. 0 bRate Pre5ideRt .. Ille §~ell he tile ~~deRI Redy 
\f.i1e Pre5ideRt. A Speaker of the Senate elected from .the 
Senate lo serve os impartial choit111on ond leader of the 
Se note. 
C. A Senot~ Speaker ProTempore elecied from the Senote. 
D. A number of officers elected or appointed os stated in the 
. that was marred by lots of fools. 
Monday night's comp~tive 
league looks to be stacked, as 20oo 
champion Lake Show danc#·'~ 
·University of Central FJorida 
Thirty-·Fourt·h Student Body. -Senate 
Constitutional Amendment 34-04 
Senote Rules ond Procedures. 
Section 3: Senate Session 
The Senate session sholl begin ond end offer eoch Foll semester 
election. 
Section 4: Apportionment ond Election of the 
Student Senate 
The Senate sholl be apportioned os established by statute. The Senate 
sholl be elected by majority vote. , 
Section 5: Powers, Duties ond Limttations 
The Student Senote sholl: 
A. Enoct, by majority vote, constitutional bylows to be known as 
Student Body Stotutes, with the exception of b~ows concerning 
elections, which shall require o two-thirds (2/3) vole of the Senote. 
B. Propose ond oct on Conslitutionol Amendments. 
C. Provide for the com~lation ond publication of legislation. 
D. Advise ond consent, by o two-thirds (2/3) vote, appointments 
mode by the Student Body President. 
E. Impeach Student Body officers, both elected ond appointed, 
according to procedures described in StuMe. 
F. Approve and oUocote the fiscal budget of Student 
Government, os provided hy stotute. 
G. Alloc(lle oll student funds, os provided by stotute. 
H. Establish its own meeting times, rules ond procedures. 
I. Establish means through which the Student Body con active~ 
porlicipate in the formulation of policies affecting the students of 
the Universily of Central Rorido. 
J. Override o veto by the Student Body President by o two-thirds 
(2/~) vote of the Senate. 
K. Override o veto by the chief Studerit Affairs officer by lwo-
thirds (2/31 vote ond refer the legislation to.the President of 
the University for uhimote review. 
L Ei10ct, by o majority vote, specim ods requiring action by 
individuok or groups respons1DI& to Student Government. 
M. Issue subpoenas by o majority vote of the Senote or by majori· 
ly vote of o Senote committee. · 
N. Assemble in open meetings of frequent inlervok for the 
deliberation of legislation and the business of the Student Body. 
Article Ill: The Executive 
Section 1: Executive Authority 
All executive pawe~ and those powersmt specificol~ granted herein to . 
other brunches of Student Government shoR be vested in the Student Body 
President, ossisted by the Student Body Yice President, ond such other 
adminislrolive officers os the President sholl appoint lo effectively carry 
out the business of Student Government. 
Section 2: Election of Executive Officers 
The President ond Vice President shall be elected according to stotute, by o 
majority vote of the Student Body, ond shall serve o one-year term of 
office following each election. · 
Section 3: DutieS ond Powers of the President 
The President shol!: 
A. Administer and enforce all lows of the StudOOt Body. 
B. Appoint administrative ond executive officers, with concurrence 
of the Senate. 
C. Appoint qualified stUdents lo vocont Student Government 
offices, with concurrence of the Se;me: 
D. Sign or veto all measures passed by the Senate within ten ( 10) . 
·. school doys of possoge from the Senate. No action by the 
Student Body President in ten (l 0) school days sholl constitute 
approval of the measure by the Student Body President. lhe chief 
Stude~I Affairs officer shall hove three (3) weeks lo veto or sign 
the meosures ·in question. No action in three weeks sholl consti 
Me approval of the measure by the chief Student Affairs officer. 
E. Call ond preside over meetings of the Student Body ond student 
assemblies when appropriate. ·, 
F. Address tlie Senate Of leost once each academic term ond on 
other occasions, upon the invttation of the Senate. 
G. Initiate budget proceedings for the fiscal yeor ond provide for 
the effective expendtture of student funds. 
H. Coll for~ referendum of the Student Body when appropriote, sub 
ject to concurrence of a two-thirds (2/3) vote of the Senote. 
I. Remove, ~the President's discretion, '!!!)' appointed officer, with 
the exception· of appointments mode to vocont elected offices 
and Justices appointed to the Judicial Council. 
J. Gron!, withhold or withdraw registration of ony organization 
under the jurisdidio,n of the Student Body. 
Section 4: Duties of the Vice President 
A. The Student Body Vice President sholl assume the powers and 
duties of the Student Body President upon Ike Pre§ideRf1§ his or 
her request or removal. 
B. The Student Body Vice President sholl be oble to breok o lie 
vote of the Senote. The Student Body' Vice-President sholl assist 
the Student Body President. as the Snident Body President 
deems necessary. · 
Section. 5: Order of Succession 
A. In the event thot the Student·Body President~ is unable 
lo perform the poWers ond duties of office, the Student-Body 
Vice President sholl ~ ossume the role of Student 
~ President. 
B. If the Sludent Body President resigns or is removed from office 
then the Student Body Vice-President sholl become the Student 
Body President. 
C. In the event where the Student-Body Vice President becomes 
the Student Body PresKlMt he or she sholl be given the power lo 
ooooinl. vmh confirmation of the Sen~e. a new Student-Body 
Vice President. 
D. In the event thot the Student-Body Vice President is unable to 
fulfill the duties of effKe the Student-Body President. the 
Speoker of the Senate ~eRatB PresidBRI Pre TeA!pere sholl 
become the Student-Body President. 
Section 6: 
lime shell lie an eleilall \'i1e PRisidalll fer tile 5!1eeufi·:a KrMEh vA!e sheU 
he rospeR!ii~la fer Ille "1eM1 e KraReh fvR!liell§ B!i deteRRiRBd hy the 
~dent Rail) lotasi~8RI. lhis 1/f1e PresidoRf shall in RB 111) 581'\ a in Iha 
. ee~eBI) ef tlia Standing 'li1a Presidelll 11he ~reside§ e uer tlie ~111deltf 
- ~ 
Artide IV: The Judiciary 
Section l : Judicial Power 
The judicial power of the Student Body sholl be vested in o Judicial Council 
ond such other judicial boards os the Senate moy from lime to lime deem 
.oppropriote lo estobli5h: 
"''."..:..:;; .~. 
Section 2: · · .. · 4• : Puf1IOSe 
II is ordained thot .the Sludent judiciary.,protect the rights of the Student 
Body by insuring the righls of tile individual ond through the interprelo· 
lion of the Constitution. 
Section 3: Jumool Authority 
The judicial authority of the Student Body sholl include: 
A. The protedion of s1udent rights. 
B. Judicial Review, the power lo examine legislotive and executive 
octs. Acts brought ta the ottention of the council moy be declared 
lo be unconstitutional by majority concurrence. 
C. The hearing of cilses involving student disputes or violation of 
University regulations, the Constitution of the Student Body of 
the UniveOOv of Central Rorido, Student Body Statutes ond octs. 
D. The provision of oppellote procedures, os defined by stotute . 
Section 4: Administration: Practice ond Procedure 
A. The Chief Justice of the Judicial Couna1 sholl serve os. the chief 
. administrative officer of the judiciary and sholl be vested with, 
ond shall exercise in occordonce with rules adopted by the court 
the authority lo: 
1. Assign duties omong the JusticeS of the Cour.cil. 
2. Supervise the administration of the Council ond certain 
judicial boards, os established by judicial policy. · 
3. Conduct ond preside over Council proceedings. 
4. Rule on procedural qUestions thot orise during the course 
of the judicial proceedings. 
5. Rule on the pertinence of evidence presented before the 
Couna1, os established in The Golden Rule: A Handbook 
for Students. 
6. Report, orol~ ond in writing, to the accused, the 
• -. ! 
d: . ~ ,l• •. ~~, 
recommendation of the Judicial Council. 
7, Be responsible for administering the "Ooth of Office" to 
oll Student Body officers. 
8. Inform the Senote of the condition of the judiciary and 
recommend measures for the improvement of the 
administration of Justices. 
9. Report lo the Se~ote such defects in the lows os moy 
hove been brought lo the ottenlion of the Council ond sug-
gest such am~ndments or additional legislation, which is 
deemed necessary. 
B. The Judicial Council sholl establish its own meeting times, rules 
and procedures. All rules ond procedures of the council ore subject 
· lo approval by the Chief Student Affairs Officer. 
C. The Council sholl conduct dosed hearings O!l molters concerning 
individual violations of University regulofions, which moy 
require disciplinary recommendations. Tl)e Council moy conduct 
open hearings for oll other coses. 
Sedion 5: Composition of the Judicial Council 
A. The Judicial Council shall be composed of Twelve (12) Justices 
and two (2) Altemote Justices appointed on staggered presidential 
terms. 
B. Justice terms sholl be two years in length. 
C. Six (6) Justices ond one (1 I Alternate Justice sholl be appointed 
each year. If o voconcy occurs, the president moy appoint a 
re~ocemenl for the remainder of the term. 
D. A Chief Justice sholl be oppai.nted yearly from within the 
Council 
by the p(esident, the tenn of office sholl be concurrent with thot 
of the president wjio mode the appointment. 
E. Other officers thrit the Council deem ~ecessary shoO be chosen 
according lo Judicial Procedures. 
Secliori 6: Procedures of the Council 
:A. Quorum for o Judicial Hearing or official meeting of the Judiciol 
· ~,. · ,... Council shall consist of o minimum of four Justices ond the Chref 
Justice for o student hearing. Quorum fiir Student Government 
hearings sholl be set of fifty per~nt (50%) plus one (l I of the 
current membership. 
B. In the obsence of the Chief Justigi, on interim Chief Justice sholl 
be designated accarding to Judicial Proredures. · 
C. The Judicial Procedures sholl provide for the removal of mem 
hers of the Couna1 from office for absences. 
~~: Amendi1111 Process 
... ~ ... .:.. 
.~ ..... i."'1-
SectfOii' 1 : Proposal of Amendments 
A. An amendment to this Constitution moy be proposed by: 
1. A vote of two-thirds ( 2/3) of the Senate, or 
2. A written petition, presented lo the Chief 
Election Commissioner, bearing the signotures of o 
minimum of ten percent (l 0%) of the Student Body 
enrolled in the Foll term of the year. . 
B. The proposed amendment sholl be published in the mojor stu 
dent publication ond otherwise mode ovoSoble to the Student 
Body for two (2) consecutive weeks prioi lo the vote by the 
Student Body. - · 
The vote on the proposed Constitutional Amendmenl(s) sholl be 
held during the next regular Student Government election, 
Section 2: Rotificotion 
The proposed amendment sholl become port of the Constitution upon: 
A. Rotlfication by o majority of the votes cost in on election· open 
to the Student Body, ond 
B. The Chief Student Affairs Officer shall hove thirty calendar days · 
from the dote the results ore posted io sign or veto the conslilu 
tionol amendment. If no action is token in thirty doys, the 
amendment sholl be considered approved. 
Be tt further amended thot the words Student·Body be odded bMore eoch 
reference of President ond Vice President. 
Be tt further enacted thot this amendment ofter ratification be established 
Moy sth 2003 
.. 
'V YOU can see the cotistitutional amendments on the SGA web site at www.sga.ud.edu 
Mondjf ~.~tyles 
All they wanna do . is dance, dance 
• NAT!'J.IA ZULUAGA I CFF 
Nathan Bacheller, 20, battles it out on a Dance Dan'e Revolution Machine against Gibson Daire at Rocky's 
Replay on State Road 436 in ~sselberry. ' 
JEFFREY ASHKIN 
STAFF WRITER 
· The group of people always quiet 
down when Alex ·Jebailey takes on the 
neon beast. They back away knowing 
that he needs room to stretch his wings. 
!hey see him take a breath, nod approv-
mgly-at the task ahead and begin his _ 
maneuvers. This 20-year-old junior does-
n't even need to see the enemy in front of 
him. He has been doing this for two years. 
.He is a skilled expert and knows the mis-
sion in front of him. In a flash of minutes 
he's ranked up ·a couple million point~ 
against this ostentatious creature. He 
wipes the sweat from his broW, takes a sip 
from his lemonade, then presses another 
button and goes right back into the battle. 
This particular machine lives inside 
Wackadoos. It can be best described as a 
peculiar Japanese imported mini-disco 
arcade machine. It is about 8 X 8 feet, and 
has a massive silvery metal floor. Its 
neon~light eyes and body of sub-woofing 
amps welcomes many guests -every after-
noon and night. The music is always 
played loud. The line can be long depend-
ing on the. time and the regulars are 
always excited to try it. 
This m~chanical being is the Dance 
Dance Revolution machine 3rd miX 
located in the arcade section of th~ . 
restaurant in the Student Union. It has 
been. creating the latest craze in 
dance/game playing. A student may have 
heard it~ haunting siren call while walk-
ing through the Union~ which plays opti-
mistically in hopes that someone will 
come by and try it. 
· Rich Simon, manager of Wackadoos 
said he's sees the phenomenon every day 
between noon and two. Classes end, the 
crowd grips quarters in its hands (seven- · 
ty-five cents for this ride), cell phones are 
PLEASE SEE Dance oN 27 
True student 
stories; 'My 
worst job' 
JEFFREY ASHKIN 
STAFF WRITER 
Jeremy Bray hated e~ery second 
that he worked at Publix. The legions of 
people would come inside the store 
as~g for odd brand name products, 
~eavmg messes on the floor and expect--
mg exquisite service. The agony was 
constant. -
"I was the [expletive] at Publix," 
~aid Bray. "I vacuumed the rugs, 
cleaned the toilets and took out the 
trash. I left after a day and half. When 
it's like that, you know you have· to 
leave. It's just not worth it." 
Many people have had at }east one 
or two very memorable, awful jobs. 
, ''As a whole, the general popula-
tion really isn't that smart " said 
Anastasia Searfoss. ' 
She lists her cashier experience at 
Publix as the reason behind her theory. 
"People get all their groceries and 
- forget their wallet, they change their 
mind ab<?ut whether to have paper or 
. plastic and ask if I could hold their 
items. while they drive home and get 
their coupons. These decisions are not 
that big, they just aren't thinking!" 
Cardiff Shea, can relate, . _ 
"The absolute worst thing I had to 
do for compensation was working for · 
Melbourne Beach supermarket .... 
cleaning bathrooms, men's and 
women's," said Shea. "Oh and by the 
"'.:ay, the men's was a lot worse." 
- In college, with scholarships still in 
the mail, and payments for books and · 
PLEASE SEE Cashiers· oN 25 
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· Most people ignore 
,•-
.J 
weird· classified ads 
FROM PAGE 24 
charge of . one dollar your 
shirt will be stained with your 
choice of cigarette burn, WD-
40, malt liquor or blood. 
don't gi_ve them a second 
look." 
:t While scrolling down ·to the 
"Wife-beater Hall of Fame", 
the site displays clearly doc-
tored photos of Kid Rock and 
Ron Jeremy claiming ·that 
they too wear wife-beaters. 
Ads that promote surfing 
the Internet and watching tel-
evision at home for money 
are ideal for college students. 
In several cases, these 
employment opportunities 
require you to spend money 
to make money. 
An ad in an Orlando pub- .. 
lication react "Net surfers 
wanted. Earn $25 an hour 
using the Internet." Aspiring 
employees must send a 
refundable, ·one-time, $30 
start-up fee before they can 
begin- work. The company 
also ·states that it will take 
two weeks for your informa-
tion to be processed. 
- Some ads, though mis-
leading, .are far less bazaar. 
An ad reading "Out of th·e 
Box Brownies needs br'ownie 
eaters for a chance to win 
' $10, 000," may lead readers 
to believe tliat by eating 
brownies, they can make 
money. Upon ·entering the 
' website, www.outofthe-
boxbrownies. com, you .see a 
basic company web page. The 
$10,000 dollars advertised is 
a prize for a conteEit promot-
ing Out of the Box. The key to 
winning is inside a random 
.t brownie wrapper. 
Matt Nelson, a junior 
marketing major, recalls an 
ad looking for thin, female 
-- smokers. 
"I thought it was a funny 
ad," said Nelson. "I usually 
·-
Though they are tempt-
ing, several students are wise 
to these .ni.isleading ads. 
"I would love to make 
extra money while I' am in 
school, but some of these ads 
are ridiculous," said Reggie 
Germain, a senior at Full Sail. 
· Jackie Robbins, a junior 
business management major, 
said that she thinks they are 
all scams. 
Robbins said, . "I don't 
pay any attenti.on to them." 
-- Cashiers, camp counselors, 
· .~sistant coach among worst 
.)·jobs students have worke-d 
FROM PAGE 24 flooded! I came into work at 8 
a.m. to clean ceiling vents and 
food needed, it's important to fans. It came to a point where 
have money. Yet, some people I had to ask myself why I was 
.. find it's not worth the time, doing this in the first place." 
'1- effort, anguish, mind games, Yuri Silva was an assis-
brushes with elderly people tant coach for a team of eighth 
and near constant sarcasm to grade soccer players ip. Palm 
pick up ~ paycheck each Beach Gardens. He said this 
! week. . was his worst job, because he 
Sometimes it depends -on had to help out the head 
how badly money is needed as coach, whom he knew was not 
to whether or not a person will very good. Silva claims he had 
subject himself or herself to a .. better advice for the team and 
potential _horrible job._ that he dreaded going to work 
Chas Short said his worst knowing the coach would 
·• experience came when he make really bad calls. Yet, he 
worked at a preschool sum- didn't give up on the team. 
mer camp. - Other people are less for-
" I was vomited on.. . giving. _ 
repeatedly," said Chas. "Four- An anonymous freshman 
.. year olds, grape Kool-aid and said the clothing store he/she 
monkey bars do not mix." worked at in the mall, abused 
Even though this e~eri- child labor laws and threat-
ence scarred Chas emotional- ened to fire her if she didn't 
ly, he said· he would still go come in even if she was ·sick. 
back working for the summer Another freshman 
., camp. He said he' just would claimed that a movie theater 
wear not-so-expensive clothes in Boca Raton would let 16-
next time. year-olds work 40-hour weeks 
It seems that there. are and past 12 a.m. on school 
people who don't let these nights. He/she said that it has. 
~ e:xperiences get them down changed the way it does busi-
and continue at what they do, · ness, but he/she quit before 
and others who refuse to work ·these changes took effect. 
afterward. Whether its babysitting, 
"My job at T.G.I. Friday's working at fast-food places, 
was the second job I ever had, cleani11g septic tanks or being 
but by far the worst," said the assistant to the guy who 
Michael Cepero. "The. only cleans septic tanks there will 
times I could take a food always be people who find no 
break was when it slowed joy in their jobs. 
_down, and some nights this Matthew Marcoux, a sen-
wouldn't be until about 10 ior finance major, gave his 
p.m. Also, a couple of nights I advice about jobs. 
stayed until 2 a.m. cleaning up Marcoux said, "Once you 
the kitchen. I had to squeegee find a job you like, do anything 
the damn kitchen because ·it you can to keep it." 
orlando's 
I upscale nightclub-. 
17 West Pine Street 
Orlando, Florido 32801 
Www.blueroomorlando.com 
(407) 423-2588 
21 and up welcome 
Happy hour - 4 - 7 p.m. 
Join the tapped out club: 101 Beers on the wa•I! 
Try our specialty: Dirty Hoes • 21 and up after 9 pm 
Featured bands of the week: 
Septe~ber 23: Pabst Blue Ribbon Giveaway 
Beat the Quarterback_ Game • Monday Night Football - .,., 
September 24: Danny & Lion II (Reggae) 
September 25: Strongbow Giveaway • Play the Skittles _ 
September 27: Omar• Bird Dog Bobby (Classic Rock/Blues) 
September 28: Midnight Ramblers (50's - 60's rock) 
. -. ~~. ! ~- ~edltesVay Nighj • ' • ~ _ 
"P.,lse~~ . . , ,, - ,, ~ 
.·· premier soottt Asian DJ~ •~·'" , i · : 
House, Hip-Hop, Jl,n 8'~ bhaogra, ·and Desi 
$2.50 Heineken 
$2.50 Amst~I Light _ 
$3.00 Captain 
" 18 and up welcome • $5.00 cover • Stylish Dress Always -f 
~;~~~~'111.,;? -····-·:-) - ·-·_ .. ~··-_ft&'<-':~·--. _"-··. __ .h_.---' 
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·White feather of cowardice ·goes to Hudson 
~ - -
LAUREN THOMPSON 
STAFF WRITER 
Best friends, Harry and Jack 
happily took their stances when 
their Generitl called the British 
~ regiment to order. -
The General informed the 
regiment -that he had just received 
the news thaf an army of 
-• Sudanese rebels had attacked a 
colonial British fortress in 
Khartoum. With , glee, he 
announced that all their hard 
training was about to pay off 
because they were being sent to 
active duty in North Africa. 
- -All the soldiers screamed· . 
with excitement, but Harry 
remained silent. His eyes showed 
the terror in his mind. 
• "The Four Feathers" did a 
_. wonderful job of capturing 
Harry's journey from a self-doubt-
ing boy to a courageous maii. · 
Heath Ledger plays the lead 
in the movie, Harry. Ledger is 
known for his roles in ''A Knight's 
Tale," "The Pat~iot," "Monster's 
Ball" and "10 Things I Hate.About 
You." . 
- Ledger said he didn't think of 
the audience when he was prepar-
ing for this role. 
"Generally, I am not that cal-
culated fu. terms of what audience 
I want to please," said Ledger. "I 
don't really want to e&ter a per-
formance to anyone's expecta-
1. tions." ' 
This is, by far, Ledger's best 
performance. He seems to go from 
a boy who ju~t wants to have fun 
playingrugbywithhis friends, to a 
man who re~es that the world 
around him is not as perfect as he 
once thought. 
When the General aiinounces 
that the British regiment is being 
sent to active duty,· Harry has to 
make a hard decision: whether to 
stay in the army and go to war, or 
to disappoint virtually everyone 
around him and resign. 
Harry lets his self-doubt take 
over and resigns. When the other 
soldiers in, his regiment find out 
about it, they are thoroughly dis-
appointed with him. Three of them 
send him--a white feather, a symbol 
of cowardice. The onJ.y one who 
. ~ ~Dance Dance Revolution is 
.. creating a buzz around campus 
FR9M PAGE 24 
turned off and the massive 
flashy compound is surround-
ed. 
"Sometimes the -crowd is 
there to j~st see one or two 
guys going on to see how many 
levels they can do," said Simon. 
f Dance Dance Revqlution is 
a pretty simple game. There are 
four brightly colored .arrows 
(up, down, left, right) on the 
metallic floor and the object of 
the game is to match your foot 
to the arrow -that appears on 
·~ the screen at the right time. All 
the arrows appear during 
songs and the sequence can be 
more rapid depending on the 
~ difficulty setting you choose 
(easy, medium, hard), If you can 
complete the sequence )Vi.thout 
missing too many arrows, you 
can go on for, at most, three lev-
els without popping. in more 
quarters. There is also another 
set of arrows for· another per-
son to play at the same time. 
Some need to take breaks 
between dances, others can last 
long ·periods of . time without 
realizing how long they've been 
on it. Jebailey knows this and . 
so it was easy for him to break 
the world record for playing a 
DDR~ fu slang termrnology. . 
Jebailey performed on the 
machine for the longest period 
of time last January in a con-
test sponsored by the XS 
Orlando Arcade. He was on for 
a record 13 hours beating Mark 
ET who was only _ on for , a 
measly 9 hours. According to 
Alex, he will be in next year's 
Guinness Book of World 
~Records for 2003:-- · 
Simon says he's looking 
forward to having competitions 
for the game and getting the 
- newest version, Dance Dance 
Revolution MAX 2: 7th mix. It 
has newer songs to dance to 
and even harder levels. 
"There are knockoffs of 
this game, most notably Mega 
mix, Pump Plus that is also in 
the arcade but doesn't generate 
the kind of a magic that a DDR 
machine does," said Simon. 
Jebailey is excited about' 
the possibilities of the new 
machine, but he plans on retir-
ing from the sport due to an · 
ankle injury. He sprained it a 
few months ago and he says he 
can no longer do as many rou-
•tines as he ·used to. It's a little 
surprisingly to h~ar him say _ 
that because not only can he do 
the hardest levels but he can · · 
also do both floors simultane-
ously. . 
While watching Jebailey 
perform on the floor, some of 
the crowd tries to imitate his 
moves. Anthony Digorio, fresh-
man, hopes to one day be as 
good as his friend Alex, but he 
says it will take awhile. 
'~The two most popular 
so_ngs on the machine are 
Paranoia Rebirth and Half-
Nova by Japanese bands," said 
Digorio. His personal favorite is 
Dropout by NW 260. 
- To learp. more about ·the 
· contests for Dance Dance 
Revolution and for· more infor-
mation on Alex Jebailey; check 
out www.hometown,aol.com-
/sheakhaj as well .. as 
www.ddrei.com. 
Jebailey said to be warned. 
"Once you're feet hit that 
metallic floor, you don't want to 
get off," said Jebailey. _ 
seems to think there is a deeper 
explanation for his resignation is 
Jack 
Jack is played by Wes 
Bentley, who is known for his role 
as the weird filmmaker in 
'l\rnerican Beauty." 
· Although, Jack and Harry are 
best. friends, there is one thing 
Harry has that Jack is jealous of, 
his soon-to-be wife Ethne. -
Ethne is played by Kate 
Hudson, who is known for her 
roles in ''Almost Famous" and 
. "200 Cigarettes." This was a total-
ly different role for Kate Hudson. 
The character of Ethne is a 
ln'The Four 
Feather,' Heath 
Ledger and 
Wes Bentley 
play best 
friends who 
are soldiers in 
the British 
army and are 
sent to active 
duty in North 
Afri~a . 
reserved elitist, whereas, the 
other roles she has played have 
been light-hearted airheads. 
When Harry comes to Ethile 
with the news that he has 
resigned from the army, at first 
_,she thinks the reason is 'so they 
can get married sooner. Harry· 
explains to her that, that is not the 
reason. He ·says the reason is that 
he never wanted to be in the army. 
She too, decides that her own love 
is a c9ward and sends him a white 
feather. 
It is frustrating that she does 
this because she ends up regret-
.. ting it for . the remainder of the 
movie. The only eXJ>lanation for 
this ignorant act is that fact that 
the film is set iii the last half of the 
19th century. People were m_ore _ 
concerned back then about what 
society thought of them. 
Throughout the next 90 min-
utes, Harry disguises himself as 
an Arab and goes to the Sudan 
.alone. He forms and alliance with 
a mercenary warrior, Abou, 
played by Djimon Hounsou, who is 
known f Qr his role in "Gladiator." 
Abou helps Harry go- behind 
enemy lines and rescue all of his 
friends, including Jack 
Ledger· said he grew really 
close to Hounsou during the film-
ing of this movie. 
"He is my brother," said 
Ledger. "He's such a beautiful soul 
and is very generous to work 
with." . 
The audience could tell that 
they had a goqd relationship off-
screen as well as. on just by the 
way they related to each other. 
The movie invokes many dif-
ferent emotions, such as fear, 
laughter, sadness and relief. 
· With the movie set in such a 
desolate area, you have to wonder: 
what the cast _did when they · 
-yveren't filming: _ 
"Every Tuesday night we 
would play drums with this 
Sudanese drum Qand," said 
Ledger. "We all bought_ bongos. we 
would just k:fud of get blind drunk 
on red wine and we would keep a 
constant beat for like three hours 
straight. That was fun out in the 
middle of the desert ... just pound-
ing away." - ' 
· 'T'heater, 'Fi/in, Vance, 'T'efevision, 'Music 
!llrt &' Vigitaf Media 
WE ARE NOW REGISTERING FOR OUR FALl CLASS SCHEDULE. 
CHECK OUT JUST A FEW OF OUR OFFERINGS: 
. +: ACTING FOR THE CAMERA· WITH PATRICK CHERRY 
+ AUDITIONING FOR THE CAMERA· WITH PATRICK CHERRY 
+ MUSICAL THEATER I ·WITH JULIUS JOHN 
+ STAGE.COMBAT· 'JVITH SIMON NEED~AM -
. + . CREATIVE COSTUMING· WITH ALISON PARKER 
:+- ACTING &AUDITIONING FOR THE STAGE· FOR TEENS AND ADULTS 
+ IMPROVISATION. FOR TEENS & ADULTS 
+ ADULT TAP, JAZZ, MODERN, FLAMENCO AND IRISH LINE DANCING 
+ MANY,.-MAN.Y MORE! · . 
f~p21.nciltl§J th~ :Cr~t~%7g; tf>~JUm11@tt~ ··.·• ' 
> '' ~ '"i-~ ~r.,f'l.X~xfff'i ' ~, ' ' :i: ~ 
To register for a class or workshop - or for more information 
call Jim Bruner at: · . · . . · 
(407) 64 7-1880 . ~ 
Or visit our website at: 
www.creative-stages.com 
28 • Lifestyles 
CHUCK SHEPHERD_ 
UNNERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE 
The F State (Florida) 
• Among the 11 proposed constitutional 
amendments on the November ballot in F1orida 
is one to make pregnant pigs more comfortable 
by forbidding farmers to house them in "inhu-
mane" 2-foot-by-7-foot cages, even though, 
reportedly; only two farmers in the state still use 
the cages, and they say the cages prevent injury 
to the pigs. If it passes, it will likely be the only . 
animal right enshrined in a U.S. constitution. 
• In August, the state attorney in Palm 
Beach, F1a., began investigating psychic Linda 
· Marks after two former clients accused her of 
exploiting them. Veronica Lynn Boys admitted 
that she had paid Marks $1.1 million over a 
seven-year-period,·including$150,000 cash on 
the spot at their first session, whe:i;t Marks 
warned Boys of bad luck as a small snake 
emerged from an egg Marks had placed on a 
table. Also, an 88-year-old woman said she 
signed over her condo to Marks, and paid 
$22,000 for furniture-and improvements to it, 
under similar circumstances. · 
• Don Bates, 55, ru.nniilg for the school 
board in Inverness, F1a., as one of the self-pro-
claimed "God guys" who would beef up religion 
. at board meetings, resigned in August when it 
· came to light that he ·had been arrested in 1994 
for masturbating (while naked from the waist 
c:lown) in a parking lot in nearby Crystal River. 
The day before the story broke, he had asked 
supporters for unusually large campaign contri-
butions, citing "the scriptures." 
• In Gainesville, F1a., in l).ugust, accused 
drug dealer Marcus Isom, 26, was convicted of 
· ordering the murder of Lemuel Larkin, who he 
believed stole from him. According to·testimony; 
Isom had consulted both Geofgia spiritual advis-
er "The Root Mari" and "Miss Cleo's" psychic 
hotline to find out who scammed him, and both 
gave descriptions that led Isom to finger Larkin. 
Investigators believe am~ named Truth Miller 
was the hit man, killing Larkin as he emerged 
from Boobie's Bar in Archer, F1a. 
• Four of the five county commissioners in 
Pensacola, F1a., were indicted for land-sales cor-
ruption in April, and by September, two had 
agreed to testify agamst a third (the alleged 
·leader, the former dean of the state senate, C.D. 
Childers). Among the principals are a commis-
sioner who owns a funeral home with a drive-
through window (and who, as a payoff, arranged 
for bedroom furniture for his paramour, who 
rejected it as too cheap); a man who needed the 
bribe-money to buy his son's wife breast 
implants.because she said she was "tired of 
wearing a training bra"; a huge, cigar~homping 
car salesman who always carries thousands of 
dollars in cash; and two commissioners who 
denied they violated the state open-meetings law 
during their private scam sessions, in that one 
of them was always careful to remain silent. 
I. 
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Crossword 
ACROSS 
1 Made a choice 
6 Fancy crava1 · 
11 Excitement 
14 Light tan · 
15 Neutral vowel 
sound • 
16 Grave engraving 
17 Clunker car 
18 Attempted 
19 Wildebeest 
20 ReverenC:e 
' 21 t:bndoner's 
streetcar 
22 Ghostly gree1ings 
23 News-readers' 
aids 
28 Friend of Pooh· 
29 Is of use to 
32 Cornhusker State 
36 Moray 
37 Golf standard 
40 Slowdown 
41 Oriental sauce 
42 Yeats offering 
43 Engraver's 
shading effects 
45 German 
47 Eats 
sumptuously 
51 Old Testament 
book 
55 Close violently 
57 Disparaging 
remark 
58· Exist 
59 Andy Capp's 
hangout 
. 60 Tied in large 
bundles 
62 Concur 
64 Every 
65 Climbing plants 
66 Make road 
·repairs 
67 Regret 
68 Fragrant yellow 
flower 
69 Examinations 
DOWN 
1 Layperson 
depicated to 
religious life 
2 Comic Herman 
3 Opportune 
4 Self 
5 Winter quarters 
6 Houston pro _ 
© 2002 Tribune Media Services, Inc 
AU right• .-ved. 
7 Beat itl 
8 .Endangered ape, 
briefty-
9 Be in debt to 
10 Small bit 
11 Merchant fleets 
12 Pebbles' pet 
13·Numbered 
musical piece 
21 Multiplying by 
three 
22 Bikini part 
24 Long period 
25 'Tue Music Man• 
star 
26 Regarded in 
error as 
27 Christian gospel 
30 Actor Gorcey 
31 Foxlike 
33 Made tracks 
34 Per1orm 
35 Hit the slopes 
37 Poker pool 
38 Fruit drink 
39 Having a second 
life 
44 Paulo 
see solutions, 
page 22 
46 Cowboy Mix 
48 Intelligence 
- 49 Ripped into 
50 Derisive looks 
52 Singer K.T. _ 
53 Absconds 
54 Full of lather 
55 Practice boxing 
· 56 Doozy 
60 Memory unit 
61 Gardner of "The 
Killers" 
62 Actor Carney 
63 Holy smokes! 
) 
1 ~taxation Wor.k~hqgs 
~e~t.10tfl1 T ~~ ~ ~~e~ BreatF When: Mondays 4:30pm .: 5:30pm 
Where: Campus Wellness Center .. 
-(located 1st floor of the Recreatio 
and Wellness Center) 
.Ji~~tiF!~fit ~reathln~ 
,,.!' "'· ... ,.,h. 
'~ 
For more information 
call 407-823:-5841 . 
. The Campus Wellness Center 
wellness@mail.ucf.edu 
.... . 
..... 
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Some 
explicitly 
religious 
comic book 
~ characters 
JEFFREY WEISS 
THE DALLAS MORNING NEWS 
' Jewish 
• Bernie Rosenthal, is 
the non-powered sometime-
• girlfriend of Captain-
America. 
• 
~ Colossal Boy, Gim 
Allon, is a member of the 
Legion of Super Heroes·. 
• Greenberg the 
Vampire. He's Jewish. And 
he's a vampire. Go figure. 
• Ramban, leader of the 
Hayoth, an IsraeH super-
team, is a rabbi and a Jewish 
mystic. 
• Rory Regan, the 
Ragman, has powers derived 
from Jewish mysticism. 
• Ruben Flagg, main 
character in the science fic-
t, tion title American Flagg, is 
an actor-turned-lawman. He 
lost his job as an actor to a 
~ computer-generated version 
of his action-hero character. 
• Sabra, Ruth Bat_. 
Seraph, another Israel-based 
'' superhero, has a star-of 
David on her headband 
~ 
• Sliadowcat, Kitty 
Pryde, is a member of the X-
Men. ·· 
• The Thing, Benjamin 
Jacob Gr_imm, is· a member of 
· the Fantastic Four. 
• The Two-Guµ Kid·, 
Matthew Liebowicz, is a 
ijarvard lawyer-turned 
masked lawman on the Old 
West. 
Christian 
• Crossbreed is an evan- · 
gelical ·Christian team of 
:----. superheroes who live in Astro 
Qity. . 
• Daredevil, Matthew 
Murdock, is a blind superhero 
and is CatholiG. 
Firebird, . ju,anita 
Juarez, is an .Avenger and a 
conservative Christian. · 
• Nightcrawler, Kurt 
Wagner, is a member of the X-
Men and is pl,anning ·. to 
become a Catholic priest. 
• Nightwing, Dick 
Grayson (the original Robin), 
has de Talk CDs and a New 
International Version Bible in 
his apartment. 
• The Punisher, Frank 
Castle, is ·a· former Catholic 
seminary student 
• Son O' God, is a wildly 
irreverent character from 
several issues of National 
Lampoon in the 1970s. 
Wolfsbane, · Rahn~ 
_Sinclair, , a New Mutant, is 
Scottish Presbyte~ian. 
Other 
• Dr. Stephen Strange is 
Master of the Mystic Arts. 
. • Thor is one of many 
Norse gods. 
Ceasar would be quite proud 
Caesar Salad 
,Ingredients 
1/3 cup olive or vegetable .oil 
3 tablespoons-lemon juice 
2 teaspoons anchovy paste . 
1 teaspoon Worcestershire sauce 
-1/4 teaspoon salt 
1/4 teaspoon ground mustard 
1 garlic clove. finely .chopped . 
1 large bunch romaine, torn into 
bite-size pieces (10 cups) 
1 cup garlic-flavored croutons 
1/3 cup grated Parmesan cheese 
Freshly ground pepper 
Instructions 
*This recipe makes 6 cups. You may 
want to cut the recipe in half or save 
the extra dressing for another meal! 
1. Mix oil. lemon juice, anchovy paste. -· 
Worcestershire sauce. salt. mustard and 
garlic in salad bowl. 
2: Add romaine; toss until coated. 
Sprinkle with croutons, cheese and pep-
. per; toss. 
Scrambled Egg Burritos 
Ingredients 
Eggs 
Milk 
Salt and pepper to taste 
Butter or margarine 
Shredded Cheddar cheese 
Tortillas 
Salsa 
Sour cream 
Lifestyles • 2!J 
Instructions 
1. Beat eggs. milk, salt and pepper. 0/3 
· cup milk. 1/4 .teaspoon salt and 1/8 tea-
spoon pepper for 6 eggs) with a wire 
whisk. 
2. Cook eggs in a little butter in a skillet 
over medium heat. gently lifting cooked 
portions so they thin, uncooked portion 
can flow to bottom. Cook until eggs are 
thickened but still moist. 
3. Sprinkle with cheese .. 
4. Spoon eggs down the center of tor-
tillas. Fold short ends in; fold long ends · 
over eggs. Place seam side down on 
plates; sp~~kle with additional cheese. 
5: Serve with salsa and sour cream. 
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2 ~es (1 week): $9 per wk 
8 ~es ( 4 weeks): $8 per wk 
24 ~ues (12 weeks): $7 per wk · 
Bolding: · $1 per wk 
Large Headline: $1 per wk 
200FoRSAU 
250 AuroMO'IM 
300FoRRENr 
32JHOMES _ 
350 ROOMMATES 
400 SEilfICES 
500 ON CMIP11s 
550 E'1fNl'S 
600 6IIJIM Lin 
700.Misc 
750htnz 
8IHJ llEu&ION ~-447-455~ • dassijieds@l/Cf/uture.tom 
Charges listed above include an ad of 
up to five lines, 35 characters per line. 
$1/wk for each additional line. 
m!J HELP WANTED IJ HELP WANTED 
After the successful opening of our first Orlando location in the Florida Mall, California 
Pizza Kitchen is excited to open its second area location in the Millenia Mall! 
CPK, with 110+ loeations natiol}Wide, is a leader in full-service dining with a menu 
that features hearth baked pizzas, creative pastas, delicious desserts and much more! 
CPK team members enjoy: 
·Flexible Schedules ··Great Pay· Excellent Training· Immediate.Health Benefits 
. NOWHIRING 
Bussers • Cooks • Dish Washers 
Host Staff· Servers. 
Apply in person, Mon-Sat, 9am-6pm 
Adam's Mark Orlando Hotel, at the Florida Mall 
1500 Sand Lake Road, Suite 340 off Orange Blossom Trail· Ph: (407) 81.6-5193 
!he Orlando . Clini~I Research Center-ls Cond~cting 
An Important C}jnical Research Study Of An 
. ' . ' 
. lnvestigational Vaccine Being Developed To 
l~munize Against Smallpox. 
To participate in this study the following must apply: 
o No previous smallp9x vaccine 
o No history or presence of eczema or skin problems 
o No immune disordets 
o Willing to make 7 outpatieqt visits and complete ·a diary after 
vaccination ' · · · 
Compensation up to $250.00 for time and travel · 
Call today for more information: 
(407) 240-7878 
Orlando Clinical Research Center 
4401 S. Orange Ave .. Ste. 108 
www.ocrc.net 
II!m HELP WANTED 
Interested in Modeling? 
Visit 
www.danncaps.com/modelnn.htm 
for information on this exciting oppqrtunity. 
. Valet Parking - Positions starting at 
$9 - $12/hr are available for friendly, 
outgoing, motivated people. FT/PT 
AM/PM positions available.at upscale 
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and 
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275 
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail. 
OUT-OF-THE-BOX BROWNIES 
Needs BROWNIE EATERS immediately!! 
For a chance to win up to $10,000 in 
cash, prizes & scholarships. Detail 
& Products at most college 
bookstores or visit our website @ 
www.outoftheboxbrownies.com 
Bartenders Needed 
No Experience Necessary 
Earn Up To $300 per Day 
866-291-1884 xFL01 
PT/FT Opportunity - Primerica 
Financial Services, a subsidiary of 
Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5 
students. °H,igh compensation 
potential! Set your own hrs. 
Call Kevin @ 1-866-208-~263. 
FEMALE SMOKERS - Attractive, thin 
females Who smoke needed for 
confidential phone interview (not 
anti-smoking). Selected callers earn 
$50. Leave name and number and 
your call will be returned ASAP. 
888-355-0322 Toll Free. 
Earn $500 to $5000 per· month 
working from home, campus, or 
anywhere! www.lookrightnow.com or 
call 888-318-8094: Training, bonuses, 
vacations, you name it, we got it. 
No Exp Necessary! 
Go Shopping, Eat Out, See·A Movie .•• 
· And Get Paid to Do It! 
Visit www.WorkAtDorm.com 
.Make over $1000 weekly. 
No selling involved! 
$$Phones are ringing off hook$$ 
Guaranteed hrly/comm/bonuses 
Winter .Park, 321-207-0988 
. BACK TO SCHOOL WORK $10 
Base/Appt Prr Flexible around classes 
No Exp. Necessary, Great For 
Students, scholarships, Gust svc/sales 
conditions apply. Apply ASAP 
407-862-8786 4cgllegework.com 
IIim HELP WANTED 
Work Anywhere! 
Earn $500-$1700/mo. PT 
for $2000-$5500/mo~ FT 
www.financialfortune.com 
or call 407-497-9922 
$1 OO's to $1,000's paid weekly stuffing 
envelopes. For free info. rush 
self-adQressed stamped envelope to 
P.O. Box 62?772; Oviedo, FL 32762 
Internet Users Wanted!! 
$20/hour possible while 
using the internet. For details/ 
online Registration see 
http://dmx.icollegedirect.com/si 
INTERNET MARKETING. 
FT/PT, Commissions and bonus. 
Serious Only. Call 1-888-794-1881 
Student·work 
$10.00 Base/APPi. 
•PT/FT 
• Scholarships/Co-ops 
• Flexible Schedules 
• customer Service/ Sales 
(401) 862-8186 
www.workforstudents.com 
Bartenders.. Wanted. $300 a day 
potential. Looking for exciting and 
outgoing people. Training provided. 
No experience needed. Call . 
1-800-965-6520 ext. 107 
DO YOU LIKE TO GET PAID LATE? 
, NOW GET PAID FOR IT! . 
Night Watchman needed· at off-
- campus housing complex. 
Competitive wages. Apply in person. 
Collegiate Village Inn. 11850 
University. Blvd, Orlando. Th~nks! 
$250 A DAY POTENTIAL 
bartending. Training provided. 
1-800-293-3985 ext 100 · 
P~ shifts auailable 7 dags a week at 
Orlando International Hirport 
greeting uisitors and passing 
out our "See Orlando" publication. · 
. Standing and s~me-
heaug ·lifting required •. 
Call Sheila at 941-342~2368 
"'' 
• 
• 
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• 
• 
• 
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lmiJ HELP WANTED 
Advertising Reps Needed 4 Website. 
www.ExtremeSupplements.net 
Prr (make your own schedule. Pays 
$100-$150/week. Call Extreme 
· Supplements @ 1-800-476-1720. 
Paintball Tournament in mid. Oct. 
FREE Food, Pairit, Equp. & Buff~t. 
Call Zac at 407-325~0535 or 
zharvey@redstormpaintball.com 
for more into: 
Assistant Needed: Female in Wheel 
Chair needs assist for daily living 
activities. Various Hours & good Pay. 
Must be very dependable, some light 
lifting required. Call Karyn 
@ 407-835-8190 
Full Time Leasing Agent needed 
for potential long term employment. 
Experience Preferred. Call 407:573-4401 
· or Fax resume-to 407-998-3787. 
Put 300 Scientists to work for you. 
For more info. call 1-800-350-8282 or 
e-mail information300@aol.com. 
Doctor's Office NEEDS: 
Part Time Medical Records Assistant 
Needed. Flexible Hou·rs. c ·all 
Kim Durand @ 407-380-2216 
The UCF Men's Basketball Team is 
seeking students interested in 
becoming a team manager/student 
assistant for the upcoming 2002-03 
season. Individuals interested in 
going into coaching.and who are 
extremely excited about college 
basketball are preferred. Please call 
407-823-5805. 
MOMMY's Helper Needed!!FREE RENT! 
(or live-out wage) to care fo(busy mom's 
2 girls 10-20 hrs/wk (4:30-6:30 M-F 
flexible). We are & you must be nice, 
neat and loving,1safe driver .. BCKGND 
cneck. Call Terri @ 407-948-.6104. 
Environmental lab needs 
PT help, up to 20/hrs per week. 
Prefer mornings M-F, but we're 
very flexible. Science_ major/minor 
· is helpful. $1 Ofhr. C~aJI John or • 
Jennifer at 407-3B2-5742. · , · 
f.11 AUTOMOTIVE 
: 1986 Mazda 626 LX, 4/dr., 2.0 litre/ 4 . 
cyl., Maroon w/tinted windows. 
5 spd. Manual. Cold A/C, pwr. 
everything, Cruise ctrl, Moonroof, 
· CD, runs great. $1350/obo. Call John 
·at 407-282-7187 or 407-234-2771. 
96 Chrysler Sebring Convertible. 
White, Auto., A/C, Pwr windows & 
seats. Exe. cond., Warranty. $6800. 
Call 407-341-7714. 
APT FOR RENT - 2/2 $650/cno includes 
water, garbage, and local phone with" 
v-0icemail. Walking distance to UCF. 
Pets OK. Call Rachel 407-781-3402. 
1 bed/bath avail. in Waterford Lakes Home. 
Less than 1 o min. from UCF. Fast access 
DSL, All utilities incl. Call Lindsay at 
(954) 701-3806 or (407) 273-5486. · 
2bed/2bath duplex, washer/dryer, 
fenced, private, approx. 1 mile 'to UCF. 
1 Ox20 shed in back. Ideal for 2 
· students. $700trnth. Negotiable. 
(407) 977-159-1 or e-mail 
osb32816@bellsouth.net. 
2/2 Duplex. 1,100 sq. ft. in quie( 
community. All unjts are ground floor 
with new appliances, tile and carpet. 
$725/mnth. Call 407-381-5105 or 
407-833-8199. 
2 bed/1 bath house in Downtown · 
Orlando. 1003 Pine Street. 
$895/mnth. Call Eric at 321-689-3868. 
UCF/WINTER PARK - 1,2,3-Br. up to 
· 1 mo. FREE/REDUCED RENT! Call 
Ken at Apartment HunteJS for a FRE~ '. . 
search! In office,. by fax or [crlf]e-ma1I 
, 407-282-0980. ASK .FOR ~EN. 
-
Waterford Lakes Home. 
2 rooms for rent in 3/2. 
5 min. from campus. W/D Pool, tennis & 
basketball court. All util: incl. plus cable. 
ONLY $475/month. Call (407) 382-9036. 
II] FOR RENT 
Alafaya Club. Furnished 1bed/1bath 
In 3/3 apt. $495/month incl elec, lo~al 
phone, water, cable, trash, pest ctrl. 
2 miles to UCF~ Free deposit. Call 
(407)313-8018 or 791-3090 for details. 
II] ROOMMATES 
Student Roommates · 
Needed in HOUSE. 
5 BDRM house 10 min from campus:-
Non Smokers only. $400/mo. + util. 
Call Ryan @ 407-243-6684. or Mike 
@ 813-929-8196 for details ... 
Furnished targe Bedroom, w/d, kitchen 
available only $425/mo includes 
utilities. Great Location in Winter Park. · 
Call 407-657-1918 qr 321-279-3862 
2 roommates ne!3ded in 4 bdrm house 
15 min to ucf, flexible invid. leases 
$400/montt;i inclds-rent, water, 
elec, cable,phone,lawn service. 
· Females only plz!Contact J!3nnifer 
407-677-4 782 or 923-1484 
m SERVICES 
German Tutoring (Native Speaker) 
Only $15/hr 
Call 407-671-5086 or 407-761-9627 
Ask for Carina! · 
CERTIFIED PERSONAL TRAINING 
WHERE: Rec & Welln~ss Center 
FOR: Students & Faculty/Staff 
AT GREAT RATES! Call 407-823-5841 
Start your fitness program today. 
**Fundraising** 
No more washing cars or candy sales. 
Use this unique fundraising opportunity 
for your organization. For more info. 
call 407~673-051 t? or 
colemancomm@earthlink.net 
Resume express. 
$25 per resume. 
Call 407-322-3945. 
RESUME SERVICE : Specializing in 
Student Resumes for entry:~evel 
positions in dream companies. 
Call Leo at 407-970-2289 or email: 
studenttesumes@earthl ink. net 
m SERVICES 
Student Success-A seminar - October 
5th and 19th Learn to speed read, 
memorize anything, cut -~tudy t!me in half, 
really retain what you. learn, & Improve 
your grades by one full point or more in 
less that 60 days if you LEARN and USE 
these techniques. 12noon-8 Pm Each 
Day Prepay to Save 50% or pay $100.00 
at the door. Show College ID and P~y-
- Only $20.oo per day. Private sessions _ 
available, available on audio tape as well. 
407-851-0945 or www.HypnoDean.com . 
"Healthy Eating-College Style" 
Free meeting with Registered 
. Dietitian to learn how to fit good 
nutrition into your busy lif~style. 
Thursday, 7 p!',n, Campus Wellness 
- Center 407-823-5841. 
Ever feel lil~e you just need to 
release ali that TENSION from HEAD 
to TOE? Free Relaxation Wbrkshops · 
4:30-5:30-this Monday and next 
Monday at the Campus Wellness 
Center 407-823-484. 
Is your .eating or drinking getting 
out of control? OA (Overeaters . 
Anonymous) and AA (A~coholics 
Anonymous) meet weekly in the -
Campus Wellness Genter. Call 
407-823-5841 for days and times. 
ml RETAIL 
Unlimited long distance calls 
in the US from one phone line only 
$35.95 a month or 3 months for $99 
SH $3.00 Credit Cards a<;:cepted. 
Please call 407-366-8640. 
Friend or spouse's birthday? 
Send a cake to their office! 
DELIVERED BEAUTIFULLY GITT PACKAGED' 
WITH NAPKINS, PLATES, FORKS, CANDLES, 
MATCHES, KNIFE AND BALLOONS! 
~ 
-
-~ 
Gotta qrder the cake? 
Take the hassle out! 
Buttercream, 
chocolate, carrot 
cakes, huge pies, 
cheesecakes, muffins, 
cookies and more! 
~['6~~~~~ 95 (407) 290-1515 
m NEED IMMIGRATION HELP? 
Law Office of Nadine A. Brow_n; P.A. · 
Former Supervising Attorney of 
Catholic Charities Immigration Servic((s 
Asylum - D~portatioo - Family & Business Services 
Student Visas (F-1, M-1; J-1 Visas) 
Call (407) 678-6622 
One Purlieu Place, Suite 170 , Wint er Park , F!orida 32792 
Se Habla Espanol -Major Credit Cards Accepted 
. . . ® 
NATIONAL CREDI~ RE.PAIR 
CREDIT PROBl.EMS1 · · 
Ask about our 110% Money Back Guarantee 
Bill Laven'd~r Cell: (352) 978-1960 
Regional Representative Ofc.: 1-866-376-7177 (Toll Free) 
'Fantastic Sams· 
CUTS • PERMS • COLOR 
-Experienced Stylists,-
Ask about other UCF specials 
10691 E. Colonial (Aloma Center West. of Alafaya) 
( 407) 380-5626 
ml RETAIL 
AUDIO/STEREOPHILES, HOME 
THEATRE! Hear What You Have Been 
Missing! Refine Your Sound! Acoustic 
Interface Pads Dampen and Absorb 
Vibration, Isolate Distortion, Secure 
Objects and furniture for Stability. 
Fastens and AdaRtS Any Speaker to 
Any Stand or Surface. Great for .center 
Channels, PC Multimedia, Wood or 
Tile Floors. www.kleintechsys.com · 
mi] ON CAMPUS 
Dealing With R<?ominates Workshop 
Monday, Sept. 23 
7:00pm to 8:30pm 
Student Union, Key West 2188 
pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-counstst 
Fraternities • Sororities 
Clubs • Student Groups 
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester 
with a proven CampusFundraiser 
-3 hour fundraising event. Our 
programs make fundraising easy 
with .no risks. Fundraising dates 
are filling quickly, so get with _the 
program! ~t works. Contact 
Campus Fundraiser at 
. (888) 923-3238, or v.isit 
www.campusfundraiser.com 
JOIN UC.F CKI 
Service, Leadership, Fellowship, 
and FREE FOOD (if you're lucky) 
Monday 6pm Student Union Rm 220 
For Info email: FLSB506@aol.com 
mJ GREEKS 
u 
New Members, 
We are so proud of yoµ . You guys 
are going to do great on Tuesc,lay! 
GOOD LUCK! 
Love •. your sisters 
fl] MISC. 
AMPLIFIERS, PRO AUDIO, 
KEYBOARDS1 SOUND MODULES, & 
· RECORDING GEAR WANTED-
CASH. Call. 407-363-5363. 
Find your.someone special now. 
Call 1-900-255-2700 x 8829. . 
· $2.99 per minute, n:iust be 18 yrs .. 
Serve·-u ,61'9-6457~43~ _ 
(Pind. your 
rhythm.) 
,jtl't ··~• 
www.statravel.com 
onune on THE PHOnE » 
Classifieds • ~ 1 
. • Fun & Easy Trcmportlllion 
• rllClllCilg Avttlabie 
• 2yr unlmited mleage warranty 
• 3 models/ 9 colors 
•-Major aeclt cmds accepted 
P11rts - Stiles • Service 
Jet Ski Orlando (407) 859-3006 . 
mil TRAVEL 
Spring Break'03 
w/StudentCity.com! Air, Hotel, Free 
FOOD & DRINKS and 150% Lowest 
Prlce Guarantee! REPS WANTED! 
Organize 15 friends, earn 2 FREE 
TRIPS, VIP treatment, and cash 
to promote StudentCity.com! 
Call 1-800-293-1445 or email 
sales@studentcity.com today! 
ACT NOW! We guarant~ the. 
best spring br_eak prices! South 
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, 
Acapulco; Florida & Mardigras. 
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed, 
EARN$$$. Group discounts for 6+. 
. 1-888 THINK SUN 
(1-888-844-6578 dept 2626) 
wviw.springbreakdiscounts.com 
El RELIGION 
Applicants Wanted to study 
Part IV of The Urantia Book. 
Earn $25,000! For details, 
visit www.eventodaward.com 
CATHOLIC 
CAMPUS 
MINISTRY 
Mass Suridays, 
. 8:30 p:m. -
Student Union 316CD. 
fr. David Scotchif~ t,, 
(40n 657-6114 x2~26 ' 
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.~u/::;u,m 
on CAffiPU/ on THE /TREET 
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